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Nanoelectronics devices, such as quantum dot systems or single-molecule transistors, consist of a
quantum nanostructure coupled to a macroscopic external electronic circuit. Thermoelectric trans-
port between source and drain leads is controlled by the quantum dynamics of the lead-coupled
nanostructure, through which a current must pass. Strong electron interactions due to quantum
confinement on the nanostructure produce nontrivial conductance signatures such as Coulomb block-
ade and Kondo effects, which become especially pronounced at low temperatures. In this work we
first provide a modern review of standard quantum transport techniques, focusing on the linear
response regime, and highlight the strengths and limitations of each. In the second part, we de-
velop an improved numerical scheme for calculation of the ac linear electrical conductance through
generic interacting nanostructures, based on the numerical renormalization group (NRG) method,
and explicitly demonstrate its utility in terms of accuracy and efficiency. In the third part we derive
low-energy effective models valid in various commonly-encountered situations, and from them we
obtain simple analytical expressions for the low-temperature conductance. This indirect route via
effective models, although approximate, allows certain limitations of conventional methodologies to
be overcome, and provides physical insights into transport mechanisms. Finally, we apply and com-
pare the various techniques, taking the two-terminal triple quantum dot and the serial multi-level
double dot devices as nontrivial benchmark systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of mesoscopic quantum transport[1–4] has
gained importance in recent years due to the development
of advanced nanoelectronics devices, such as semicon-
ductor quantum dots[5] or single-molecule transistors.[6]
Cryogenic quantum devices can now even be fabricated
in commercial CMOS technology.[7] These systems typ-
ically consist of a nanostructure coupled to source and
drain leads, and are tunable in-situ by applying gate
voltages. The charge and/or heat current that flows be-
tween the macroscopic leads due to an applied voltage
bias and/or temperature gradient is controlled by the
quantum dynamics of the nanostructure. The setup is
illustrated in Fig. 1. A deep understanding of the under-
lying theory of quantum transport in such systems is a
pre-requisite for the development and design of devices
underpinning possible future quantum technologies.

To theoretically capture the diverse range of complex
physics that can be realized in quantum nanoelectronics
devices, and to accurately predict the resulting trans-
port signatures, three steps must be undertaken. First,
an accurate microscopic model of the system must be
formulated, taking into account both the interacting,
multi-orbital nanostructure and the macroscopic metal-
lic leads – as well as the coupling between them. Sec-
ondly, this model must be solved. Typically, this must
be done numerically using sophisticated quantum many-
body computational techniques. Often, the bare micro-
scopic model is too complex to be treated directly, and
simplified effective models that capture the physics of
interest must be derived. Finally, the desired physical
observables (in this case quantum transport coefficients)
must be obtained from the solution of the model. Stan-
dard techniques for the latter require the calculation of

dynamical correlation functions for the interacting, lead-
coupled nanostructure – a formidable task in itself. Fur-
thermore, these standard techniques each have strengths
and limitations and there is no all-purpose black-box
method.

In this paper we focus on quantum transport through
interacting multi-orbital nanostructures in the linear re-
sponse regime, and discuss each of the above three steps
in detail.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we in-
troduce and discuss in detail the microscopic models
describing nanoelectronics systems. We focus on two-
terminal setups, with non-interacting metallic leads con-
nected in an arbitrary way to an interacting, multi-orbital
nanostructure (the generalization to structured leads in
a multi-terminal setup is discussed in the Appendixes).
We discuss two important and commonly-used limit-
ing cases: the proportionate coupling hybridization ge-
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Figure 1. Schematic of the basic quantum transport setup: a
voltage bias and/or temperature gradient between source and
drain leads results in current flow through the nanostructure.
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ometry (Sec. II A) and the single-orbital nanostructure
(Sec. II B). We emphasize that these limits are typically
not satisfied for realistic systems, and our main results
do not rely on either condition being met. Secs. II C
and IID formalize the dynamical quantities and quan-
tum transport coefficients considered in this paper, while
Sec. II E briefly summarizes the NRG method employed
for the numerical calculations.

In Sec. III we give a modern review of various standard
approaches to the calculation of thermoelectric quan-
tum transport coefficients. We relate the different tech-
niques in the appropriate limits where equivalences can
be made, and emphasize the benefits and limitations of
each. We provide generalizations of the conventional for-
mulae where possible. We consider the Landauer ap-
proach (Sec. IIIA), the renormalized Landauer method
(Sec. III B), the Meir-Wingreen formula (Sec. III C), and
the Kubo formula (Sec. IIID) as specific paradigms.

In Sec. IV we introduce an “improved” version of the
Kubo formula for the ac linear electrical conductance for
use with NRG, demonstrating via explicit benchmark cal-
culations the benefit in terms of accuracy and efficiency
over the conventional Kubo approach. By contrast, in
Sec. V we see that the Kubo formula for heat conduc-
tance in NRG breaks down.

In Sec. VI we derive low-energy effective models valid
for nanostructures in the Coulomb-blockade regime (and
consider separately the situations arising for ground
states with different spin). These effective models are an-
alyzed in terms of their RG flow, and the “emergent pro-
portionate coupling” concept is introduced, in which an
effective single-channel description pertains at low tem-
peratures. This allows us to obtain analytic results for
the low-temperature conductance, directly in terms of
the effective model parameters. Analytical results are
supported by numerical calculations. In Sec. VII we do
this instead near the charge degeneracy points separat-
ing two Coulomb blockade diamonds. Depending on the
spin states of the two degenerate sectors, different effec-
tive models result (and low-T transport is in consequence
found to be markedly affected).

In Sec. VIII we apply the recently-developed ‘auxil-
iary field’ mapping for interacting quantum impurity-
type models to derive a novel approximation for conduc-
tance calculations. The approach exploits an equivalent
non-interacting formulation of an interacting model, so
that the Landauer-Büttiker formula can be employed.

Finally, in Sec. IX we apply the techniques discussed
above to two nontrivial quantum dot models (the trian-
gular triple quantum dot system in both one- and two-
channel geometries; and the multi-level double quantum
dot system in a serial geometry). We compare and con-
trast the numerical methods and benchmark the analyti-
cal approximations. A conclusion and outlook is provided
in Sec. X, while various derivations are given in the Ap-
pendixes.

II. MODELS OF NANODEVICES

We consider systems described by the generic Hamil-
tonian H = Hleads +Hnano +Hhyb +Hgate +Hfield. Here,

Hleads =
∑
α

Hα
leads =

∑
α,k,σ

εkc
†
αkσcαkσ , (1)

describes source (α = s) and drain (α = d) leads as non-
interacting fermionic reservoirs at thermal equilibrium,
with fα(ω) = (1 + exp[(ω − µα)/kBTα])−1 the Fermi-
Dirac distribution of lead α held at chemical potential
µα and temperature Tα. An electron with momentum k

and spin σ =↑ or ↓ is created in lead α by c†αkσ, and cαkσ
is the corresponding annihilation operator. We take the
dispersion εk to be independent of lead α and spin σ.

The isolated nanostructure is modelled by,

Hnano =
∑
i,j,σ

tijd
†
iσdjσ +Hint , (2)

where tij = t∗ji are elements of the single-particle matrix
H(0)

nano, and Hint describes electron-electron interactions
on the nanostructure. Here d†iσ (diσ) creates (annihilates)
a spin-σ electron in orbital i of the nanostructure, while
n̂iσ = d†iσdiσ and n̂i =

∑
σ n̂iσ are number operators. In

Sec. IXA we study a triple quantum dot model of this
form.

The tunnel-coupling between nanostructure and leads
is described by the hybridization Hamiltonian, Hhyb =∑
α,k,i,σ(Vα,ikd

†
iσcαkσ + H.c.). Hereafter we shall take

a common simplification of this expression to the two-
channel limit in which the tunneling matrix elements can
be factorized as Vα,ik = Vα,iUα,k with

∑
k |Uα,k|2 = 1. In

this case, we define real-space lead orbitals localized at
the nanostructure position, given by cασ =

∑
k Uα,kcαkσ.

The hybridization Hamiltonian then becomes,

Hhyb =
∑
α,i,σ

(
Vα,id

†
iσcασ + H.c.

)
. (3)

This two-channel limit is a very good approximation
when the dominant nanostructure-lead hybridization is
localized, and may be justified by the contacting geome-
try of the device.

We can now identify the local retarded Green’s func-
tion of the uncoupled leads at the nanostructure po-
sition. It is given by G0

αβ(ω) ≡ 〈〈cασ; c†βσ〉〉0ω =

δαβ
∑
k |Uα,k|2(ω+−εk)−1, where ω+ = ω+i0+. We take

for simplicity a flat density of states in equivalent leads,
ρα(ω) = − 1

π Im G0
αα(ω) = ρ0Θ(D − |ω|) independent α,

inside a band of half-width D and with ρ0 = 1/(2D).
The ‘frontier orbitals’ of the nanostructure hybridizing

with the leads can also be identified as

d̄†ασ = 1
Vα

∑
i

Vα,id
†
iσ , (4)

with V 2
α =

∑
i |Vα,i|2, which yields, Hhyb =∑

α,σ(Vαd̄
†
ασcασ + H.c.). However, note that in general
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{d̄†sσ, d̄dσ} 6= 0 due to overlap between the frontier or-
bitals coupling to source and drain leads, and hence these
operators are not proper canonical fermions (for exam-
ple d̄sσ = d̄dσ ≡ dσ in the case of the single-orbital
nanostructure[8]).

The quantum dynamics of the lead-coupled nanos-
tructure depend on the complex hybridization matrices
∆α(ω), whose elements are the individual hybridization
functions ∆α,ij(ω) = Vα,i(Vα,j)

∗G0
αα(ω). The low-energy

physics of such nanoelectronics devices,[9] including the
low-temperature transport properties, are controlled by
the low-frequency form of ∆α(ω). We therefore intro-
duce the matrix Γα = −Im ∆α(ω = 0), with elements
Γα,ij = πρ0Vα,i(Vα,j)

∗, and we define Γα = πρ0|Vα|2.
Physical properties of the nanodevice so defined may

be tuned in-situ by application of suitable gate voltages.
These may provide experimental control [5, 10] over the
tunneling matrix elements Vα,i entering in the hybridiza-
tion, or allow to manipulate the nanostructure single-
particle level energies through a term Hgate = eVg

∑
i n̂i.

Transport properties are also strongly affected by the ap-
plication of a local magnetic field, modelled by the term
Hfield.

A. Proportionate Coupling

A system is said to be under ‘proportionate coupling’
(PC) if Γd,ij = λΓs,ij (or equivalently Vd,i =

√
λVs,i),

with λ some real constant, independent of the nanos-
tructure level indices i and j. [11, 12] Evidently, this is
not the generic scenario for a multi-orbital nanostructure
with spatially separated leads.

A system under PC simplifies to an effective single-
channel description, with

Hhyb
PC−→

∑
i,σ

(
Vi d

†
iσceσ + H.c.

)
(5)

where only the ‘even’ combination of source and
drain leads couples to the nanostructure, with ceσ =

1√
1+λ

(csσ+
√
λcdσ) and Vi = Vs,i

√
1 + λ. The ‘odd’ com-

bination of leads, defined by coσ = 1√
1+λ

(
√
λcsσ − cdσ),

is formally decoupled on the level of the bare Hamilto-
nian (we contrast with with the ‘emergent decoupling’ of
a channel in Secs. VI and VII). However, note that quan-
tum transport still proceeds in the physical real-space
basis of source and drain leads.

In this case, one can also define a single linear combina-
tion of nanostructure operators, the ‘PC frontier orbital’
¯̄d†σ, to which the even channel couples, given by

d̄†ασ
PC−→ ¯̄d†σ = 1

V

∑
i

Vid
†
iσ , (6)

with V 2 =
∑
i |Vi|2 (and Γ = πρ0V

2). The hybridization
Hamiltonian then takes the same form as that of a single-

channel, single-impurity model,

Hhyb
PC−→ V

∑
σ

( ¯̄d†σceσ + H.c.) (7)

However, this is somewhat deceptive, since the other
nanostructure operators d†iσ are still coupled to ¯̄d†σ via
Hnano. Therefore one cannot in general determine the
dynamics or transport properties of a multi-orbital sys-
tem from a pure single impurity Anderson model, despite
the form of Eq. 5.

The PC concept generalizes to systems with 2 or more
leads with arbitrary densities of states, for which the
condition on the hybridization matrices reads ∆α(ω) =
λα∆(ω), with λα a real scalar and ∆(ω) equal for all
leads. Note that the PC condition can be satisfied only
with equivalent leads, where ρα(ω) ≡ ρ(ω). The case of
inequivalent leads is considered in Appendix C.

B. Anderson impurity model

The simplest nontrivial interacting nanostructure
model in terms of which quantum transport can be stud-
ied, comprises a single interacting site tunnel-coupled to
two leads – the Anderson impurity model (AIM),[8] [13]

HAIM = Hleads+εd(n̂↑+n̂↓)+Udn̂↑n̂↓+
∑
α,σ

(
Vαd

†
σcασ + H.c.

)
(8)

where n̂σ = d†σdσ and α = s, d. The model automatically
satisfies the PC condition, and so reduces to a single-
channel model,

HAIM = He
leads+εd(n̂↑+n̂↓)+Udn̂↑n̂↓+V

∑
σ

(
d†σceσ + H.c.

)
(9)

where He
leads describes the even lead, coupled to the im-

purity site at the local orbital ceσ, and V 2 = V 2
s + V 2

d ,
such that Γ = πρ0V

2 is the total hybridization. The
focus of this paper is however multi-orbital two-channel
systems.

C. Green’s functions and t-matrix

The retarded Green’s functions for the inter-
acting, lead-coupled nanostructure at equilib-
rium in Zubarev [14] notation are specified by
Gij,σ(ω, T ) ≡ 〈〈diσ; d†jσ〉〉ω,T . These are the Fourier
transforms of the time-domain retarded correlators
Gij,σ(t, T ) = −iθ(t)〈{diσ, d†jσ(t)}〉T . The corresponding
non-interacting Green’s functions, G(0)

ij,σ(ω), are defined
forHint = 0 and are temperature independent. These are
related through the Dyson equation by the interaction
self-energy,

[Gσ(ω, T )]−1 = [G(0)
σ (ω)]−1 −Σσ(ω, T ) , (10)
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where [G
(0)
σ (ω)]−1 = (ω+ − eVg + Bσ)I − H(0)

nano −∑
α ∆α(ω) with σ = ± 1

2 for ↑ / ↓.
The local t-matrix equation for the system is [8],

Gαβ,σ(ω, T ) = G0
αβ(ω) + G0

αα(ω)Tαβ,σ(ω, T )G0
ββ(ω) ,(11)

with the t-matrix itself defined as Tαβ,σ(ω, T ) =∑
i,j(Vα,i)

∗Vβ,jGij,σ(ω, T ) ≡ V ∗αVβGαβ,σ(ω, T ), where
the latter is given in terms of the frontier orbital Green’s
function Gαβ,σ = 〈〈d̄ασ; d̄†βσ〉〉.

In proportionate coupling, this simplifies further to
Tαβ,σ(ω, T ) = V ∗αVβGσ(ω, T ) with Gσ = 〈〈 ¯̄dσ; ¯̄d†σ〉〉. We
may also write a t-matrix equation in the even/odd chan-
nel basis, Gee,σ(ω, T ) = G0

ee(ω) + [G0
ee(ω)]2Tee,σ(ω, T ),

where Tee,σ(ω, T ) = V 2Gσ(ω, T ) and Too,σ(ω, T ) = 0 in
PC.

D. Observables

We consider the electrical and heat conductances due
to a voltage bias ∆Vb and/or temperature gradient ∆T
between leads.

The electrical current IαC = −eIαN into lead α = s, d is
given in terms of the particle current IαN = 〈Ṅα〉. Here,
Ω̇ = d

dt Ω̂ denotes the time derivative of an operator, and
N̂α =

∑
k,σ c

†
αkσcαkσ is the total number operator for

lead α.
Similarly, the energy current is defined as IαE =

〈Ḣα
leads〉, where the Hamiltonian for lead α is given in

Eq. 1. From the first law of thermodynamics, dE =
dQ + µdN , the heat current operator follows as IαQ =
IαE −µαIαN , where µα is the chemical potential of lead α.
Note that all thermal expectation values 〈. . . 〉 must be
calculated in the full lead-coupled system.

Due to current conservation in the two-channel setup,
Id = −Is ≡ I, and so we drop the lead index α hereafter.

The bias voltage is related to a chemical potential dif-
ference between leads, e∆Vb = µs − µd. For ∆Vb > 0,
electrical current flows from source to drain. In partic-
ular, an ac bias can be incorporated on the level of the
Hamiltonian by adding a time-dependent source term,
H → H +Hbias(t) with,

Hbias(t) = −e∆Vb cos(ωt)N̂s (12)

where ω is the ac driving frequency. The dc limit is ob-
tained as ω → 0.

In contrast, the effect of a temperature gradient ∆T =
Ts − Td cannot be incorporated by adding a source term
to the Hamiltonian. The temperature of the leads enters
through their respective distribution functions fα(ω).

In this paper we will focus on the linear response
regime, ∆Vb → 0 and ∆T → 0, in which case the
nanostructure remains close to equilibrium, and quantum
transport coefficients can be calculated from equilibrium
correlation functions. We expand[15] the electrical and

heat currents to first order in ∆Vb and ∆T to obtain,(
IC
IQ

)
=

(
χCC χCQ
χQC χQQ

)(
∆Vb

∆T/T

)
, (13)

where the susceptibilities χ are related to the desired
transport coefficients. With IC = GC∆Vb defined at
∆T = 0, and IQ = −κ∆T defined at IC = 0, we identify
the electrical conductance GC = χCC and the heat con-
ductance κ = (χCQχQC/χCC − χQQ)/T . We also define
the heat conductance at ∆Vb = 0 as KQ = −χQQ/T .
Similarly, ∆Vb = −S∆T measured at IC = 0 defines the
thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) S = χCQ/TχCC . In
the following we denote the charge and heat conductance
quanta as G0 = e2/h and K0 = 1/h.

The Lorenz ratio L = κ/TGC plays an important role
in understanding the nature of thermoelectric transport
in nanoelectronic devices. In particular, quantum trans-
port in the Fermi liquid regime typically satisfies the
Wiedemann-Franz (WF) law,[16, 17] in which the Lorenz
ratio as T → 0 takes the special value L0 = π2k2

B/3e
2.

This is expected when the carriers of both charge and
heat are the same fermionic quasiparticles (or simply
the bare electrons themselves). Although violations of
the WF law are often associated with non-Fermi liq-
uid physics in bulk systems,[18] in the context of meso-
scopic quantum devices, violations are known in Fermi
liquid systems[19–21] as well as in non-Fermi liquids.[22]
Counter-intuitively the WF law can also be satisfied in
certain non-Fermi liquid systems.[23, 24] This highlights
the richer thermoelectric capabilities of complex nanos-
tructures.

Another important quantity is the Johnson-Nyquist
noise, which describes the equilibrium fluctuations of the
current in time.[25] Its frequency-resolved spectrum is
defined as,

C(ω) = e2

∫ ∞
−∞

dt eiωt
[
〈Ṅd(0)Ṅd(t)〉 − 〈Ṅd〉2

]
. (14)

The equilibrium current fluctuations[26] are given by
∆IC ≡ e2 d

dt 〈N̂d − 〈N̂d〉〉2 = 2C(0).
Finally, we note that the average entropy production

rate 〈σ̂〉 can also be obtained from the particle and energy
currents from the second law of thermodynamics,[27]

〈σ̂〉 =

(
µs
kBTs

− µd
kBTd

)
IN−

(
1

kBTs
− 1

kBTd

)
IE (15)

The signal-to-noise ratio of the currents in nanoelec-
tronic devices is bounded by the entropy production rate,
according to the thermodynamic uncertainty relations
(TURs).[28]

E. NRG

The gold-standard method of choice for solving equilib-
rium generalized quantum impurity models of the type
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discussed above is often considered to be Wilson’s Nu-
merical Renormalization Group (NRG).[29] Thermody-
namical quantities and can be accurately obtained within
NRG at essentially any energy scale or temperature,
down to T = 0. The numerical results for quantum trans-
port coefficients presented in this work are obtained from
dynamical correlation functions calculated using the full-
density-matrix NRG approach.[30] An advantage of this
method is that real-frequency dynamics with excellent
resolution at low energies and temperatures can be ob-
tained for strongly interacting models. A disadvantage is
that the impurity part of the Hamiltonian must be diag-
onalized exactly, which limits the ability of NRG to treat
more complex nanostructures; and two-lead calculations
are computationally expensive. This motivates the de-
velopment of new techniques, simplified effective models,
and reusable approximate results for these models. We
undertake this in Secs. IV-VII.

However, we emphasize that our results are not specific
to NRG and that any suitable quantum impurity solver
can be used.

III. EXACT TECHNIQUES FOR
LINEAR RESPONSE

In this section we review some commonly used tech-
niques for the calculation of quantum transport. We fo-
cus on the linear response regime for 2-lead models of the
type introduced in Sec. I, and highlight the limitations
of each. Here we assume that source and drain leads are
metallic with a constant density of states ρ0. The gen-
eralization to equivalent leads with arbitrary density of
states ρ(ω) is given in Appendix A. The multi-terminal
case is discussed briefly in Appendix B, while the situa-
tion for inequivalent leads is considered in Appendix C.

A. Landauer

For non-interacting systems (Eq. 2 with Hint = 0), the
Landauer formula for the dc currents may be used [31],

IC(T ) =
e

h

∫
dω [fd(ω)− fs(ω)]TL(ω) , (16a)

IQ(T ) =
1

h

∫
dω (µd − ω)[fd(ω)− fs(ω)]TL(ω) . (16b)

Within linear response, the transmission function TL(ω)
assumes its equilibrium form, and the Fermi functions
fα(ω) can be expanded to first order in ∆Vb and ∆T .
This yields the susceptibilities χCC = e2Φ0, χCQ =
χQC = eΦ1 and χQQ = Φ2, in terms of the trans-
port integrals, Φn(T ) = h−1

∫
dω ωn[−∂ωfeq(ω)]TL(ω),

where feq(ω) = (1 + exp[ω/kBT ])−1 is the equilib-
rium Fermi function (and its derivative is −∂ωfeq(ω) =
sech[ω/(2T )]2/(4T )). In particular, the electrical and

heat conductances are,

GC(T ) =
e2

h

∫
dω [−∂ωfeq(ω)]TL(ω) , (17a)

KQ(T ) =
1

hT

∫
dω ω2[−∂ωfeq(ω)]TL(ω) , (17b)

such that GC(T → 0) = (e2/h)TL(0) and KQ(T →
0) = (π2k2

BT/3h)TL(0) provided the transmission func-
tion remains finite as ω → 0. Note also that Φ1(T ) = 0
under particle-hole symmetry TL(ω) = TL(−ω), such
that κ = KQ. Under these rather typical conditions,
κ/TGC = L0 and the Wiedemann-Franz law is au-
tomatically satisfied, independently of microscopic de-
tails. In the marginal case TL(ω) ∼ 1/ ln2 |ω| charac-
teristic of spin-flip scattering, the Lorenz ratio picks up
logarithmic temperature corrections to the Wiedemann-
Franz limit, L − L0 ∼ a/ ln |bT |. The Lorenz ratio is
typically strongly enhanced at a transmission node; for
example L = 9ζ(3)k2

B/(ln(4)e2) for TL(ω) ∼ |ω| and
L = 7π2k2

B/(5e
2) for TL(ω) ∼ ω2.

The transmission function can be expressed in the Car-
oli [32] form in terms of Green’s functions for the lead-
coupled (but non-interacting) nanostructure and the hy-
bridization matrices,[33]

TL(ω) = 4
∑
σ

Tr[G(0)
σ (ω)ΓdG(0)

σ (ω)∗Γs] (18a)

≡ 4ΓdΓs
∑
σ

G
(0)

sd,σ(ω)G
(0)

ds,σ(ω)∗ , (18b)

where the simplified form of Eq. 18b follows from the
definition of the non-interacting frontier orbital Green’s
functions G

(0)

αβ,σ = 〈〈d̄ασ; d̄†βσ〉〉(0) and the corresponding
hybridizations Γα = πρ0|Vα|2. Note that the transmis-
sion function in the non-interacting limit Hint = 0 is
seen from this expression to be temperature-independent
(since non-interacting retarded Green’s functions are
temperature-independent). Furthermore, in the absence
of a magnetic field (whence we have time-reversal sym-
metry), the expression simplifies further to TL(ω) =

8ΓdΓs|G
(0)

ds,↑(ω)|2. This has a physically intuitive inter-
pretation: combined with Eqs. 17, the expressions relate
the conductance to the probability amplitude for elec-
trons to propagate across the nanostructure.

Finally, we note that under proportionate coupling (see
Sec. II A), Eq. 18b reduces to,

TL(ω)
PC−→ 4ΓdΓs

∑
σ

|G
(0)

σ (ω)|2 (19)

where G
(0)

σ = 〈〈 ¯̄dσ; ¯̄d†σ〉〉(0) is the local non-interacting
nanostructure Green’s function. In the special case of
a non-interacting single-orbital nanostructure (resonant

level model),[8] |G
(0)

σ (ω)|2 ' [(ω − εd)2 + (Γs + Γd)
2]−1

takes the form of a Lorentzian of width Γs+Γd, centered
on the level position εd.
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These results can be generalized to two or more in-
equivalent leads with arbitrary densities of states (Ap-
pendices B and C). The key constraint for the standard
Landauer approach, however, is the non-interacting limit.

B. Renormalized Landauer

As first discussed by Oguri,[34] all the results of the
previous section can be immediately applied to inter-
acting systems in the Fermi liquid regime at low tem-
peratures T → 0. One simply replaces [35] the non-
interacting nanostructure Green’s functions by their in-
teracting counterparts, G(0)

ij,σ → Gij,σ. The Green’s func-
tions are evaluated at the Fermi energy ω = 0 because
the T → 0 limit of Eqs. 17 picks out the zero frequency
value of the transmission function, TL(0).

For a Fermi liquid, the imaginary part of the interac-
tion self-energy vanishes at low temperatures and ener-
gies [36],

Im Σσ(ω = 0, T = 0)
FL−→ 0 (20)

while the real part can be viewed as renormalizing the
single particle nanostructure Hamiltonian,

Hnano,σ = H(0)
nano + Re Σσ(0, 0) . (21)

This follows from the form of the Dyson equation, Eq. 10.
At T = 0 and ω = 0, the Green’s functions of the
interacting system are the same as those of a system
with Hint = 0 but with a renormalized single-particle
Hamiltonian Hnano,σ.[35] Quantum transport properties
of the renormalized non-interacting system can then be
obtained within the Landauer formalism. We emphasize
that the form of the renormalized non-interacting system
need not be found explicitly: only the Green’s functions
Gij,σ(0, 0) of the interacting system are required.

The electrical conductance through a generic nanos-
tructure in the Fermi liquid regime as T → 0 therefore
follows as,

GC(0) =

(
e2

h

)
4ΓdΓs

∑
σ

Gsd,σ(0, 0)Gds,σ(0, 0)∗ , (22)

and in the case of proportionate coupling,

GC(0)
PC−→

(
e2

h

)
4ΓdΓs

∑
σ

|Gσ(0, 0)|2 . (23)

The above equations can be reformulated in terms of
the scattering t-matrix. Using current conservation, one
may write TL(0, 0) = (2/πρ0)2

∑
σ Gsd,σ(0, 0)Gds,σ(0, 0)∗,

and thence from Eq. 11 we find,

GC(0) =

(
e2

h

)
(2πρ0)2

∑
σ

Tsd,σ(0, 0)T ∗ds,σ(0, 0) , (24)

or in the case of time-reversal symmetry (B = 0),
GC(0) = 2e2

h ×4|πρ0Tds,↑(0, 0)|2. These expressions allow

the conductance to be obtained from standard diagram-
matic techniques for the scattering t-matrix [37], or from
Fermi liquid theory. [36, 38]

Similar expressions can be obtained for the heat con-
ductance. Alternatively, since the approach is only valid
for Fermi liquids in the low-temperature limit, the heat
conductance may be obtained from the electrical con-
ductance via the Wiedemann-Franz law, κ/TGC = L0

(assuming TL(0, 0) 6= 0 as above).
We note that the renormalized Landauer formulation

only holds for systems described by Fermi liquid the-
ory at low temperatures and energies. Genuine non-
Fermi liquid states[39] (characterized by non-vanishing
Im Σ(0, 0) and fractional residual entropy), arising due
to a frustration of Kondo screening for example, can also
be engineered in quantum dot devices, and alternative
approaches must then be used. However, we emphasize
here that the Fermi liquid scenario is very much the stan-
dard one. Indeed, even in cases where the nanostructure
hosts free local moments as T → 0 (so-called ‘singular
Fermi liquids’), arising due to ferromagnetic interactions
or Kondo underscreening for example, Eq. 20 still holds
asymptotically.[40]

Rather, the key limitation of the renormalized Lan-
dauer approach is the T → 0 limit. This may be
particularly problematical when comparing with results
of experiments performed at base temperatures larger
than emergent energy scales (such as the Kondo tem-
perature). For example, the general considerations of
Sec. III A suggest that the thermoelectric Lorenz ratio
for standard quantum dot devices should saturate to
L0 = π2k2

BT/3h as T → 0. However, experiments often
appear to show non-Fermi liquid signatures [41] because
the low-temperature limit is not reached in practice, and
electron-electron interactions give a finite Im Σ(ω, T ).

C. Meir-Wingreen

A general framework for calculating electrical conduc-
tance through generic interacting nanostructures was de-
vised by Meir and Wingreen (MW).[11, 12] The approach
was subsequently extended to thermoelectric transport
by Costi and Zlatić.[17] The dc electrical and energy cur-
rents into the drain lead are given by,

IC(T ) =
e

h

∫
dω X(ω, T ) , (25a)

IQ(T ) =
1

h

∫
dω (µd − ω)X(ω, T ) , (25b)

where the kernel

X(ω, T ) = −Im Tr
∑
σ

Γd
(
G<
σ (ω, T ) + 2fd(ω)Gσ(ω, T )

)
,

(26)
now involves the nanostructure lesser Green’s functions,
G<
σ (ω, T ). The above equations hold in the general non-

equilibrium situation at finite bias ∆Vb and tempera-
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ture gradient ∆T . However, in this case the full non-
equilibrium retarded and lesser Green’s functions must
be obtained for the interacting problem. Since this is typ-
ically deeply nontrivial,[42] we again focus on the linear
response regime where the nanostructure remains close
to equilibrium. But even in this limit, the explicit first-
order variation of the Green’s functions with respect to
∆Vb and ∆T is required to calculate the conductancesGC
andKQ. In particular, ∂∆VbG

<
σ |∆Vb=0 and ∂∆TG

<
σ |∆T=0

are not accessible using standard equilibrium techniques.
An important simplification arises in the case of pro-

portionate coupling (Sec. II A), since then the lesser
Green’s functions in Eq. 26 can be eliminated to yield
the Landauer form,

X(ω, T )
PC−→ [fd(ω)− fs(ω)] TMW(ω, T ) (27a)

TMW(ω, T ) =
4ΓdΓs

Γd + Γs

∑
σ

[
−Im Gσ(ω, T )

]
(27b)

Importantly, the Landaurer form of Eq. 27a in propor-
tionate coupling implies that the conductances in linear
response can be obtained using Eqs. 17a and 17b, but
with TL(ω) → TMW(ω, T ) given now by Eqs. 27b. This
is because the leading linear variations in ∆Vb and ∆T
of the currents IC and IQ are now carried solely by the
lead Fermi functions, and not the nanostructure trans-
mission function (first order variations in ∆Vb and ∆T
of TMW(ω, T ) appear only to quadratic order in the cur-
rents). Linear response conductances in proportionate
coupling can therefore be obtained for interacting nanos-
tructures at finite temperatures using only equilibrium
retarded nanostructure Green’s functions,

GC(T )
PC−→ e2

h

∫
dω [−∂ωfeq(ω)]TMW(ω, T ) , (28a)

KQ(T )
PC−→ 1

hT

∫
dω ω2[−∂ωfeq(ω)]TMW(ω, T ) ,

(28b)

with the full energy- and temperature-dependent trans-
mission TMW(ω, T ) here given by Eq. 27b. Analogous
expressions can be obtained for the cross susceptibility
χCQ = χQC in Eq. 13.

Further insight is gained by expressing the transmis-
sion function in terms of the t-matrix,

TMW(ω, T ) =
4ΓdΓs

(Γd + Γs)2

∑
σ

tee,σ(ω, T ) (29)

where tee,σ(ω, T ) = −πρ0ImTee,σ(ω, T ) ≡ (Γd +

Γs)[−Im Gσ(ω, T )] is the spectrum of the even channel t-
matrix. The dimensionless geometric factor 4ΓdΓs/(Γd+
Γs)

2 in Eq. 29 describes the relative coupling to source
and drain leads, and takes its maximal value of 1 in the
symmetric limit Γs = Γd. The spectrum of the t-matrix
can take values 0 ≤ tee,σ ≤ 1 only. The lower bound
arises because tee,σ is proportional to the local nanos-
tructure density of states Aσ = − 1

π Im Gσ ≥ 0. The

upper bound can be seen from the t-matrix equation
(and similarly noting that Aee,σ = − 1

π Im Gee,σ ≥ 0).
The transmission function itself therefore satisfies 0 ≤
TMW ≤ 2, independently of ω and T . The low temper-
ature and low energy behavior of the t-matrix can be
obtained from the Friedel sum rule for Fermi liquid sys-
tems, tee,σ(0, 0) = sin2(π2nimp) [43]. Here nimp is the
thermodynamic ‘excess charge’ of the system due to the
nanostructure at T = 0. Note however that in a local
moment phase (a ‘singular Fermi liquid’ with a residual
unscreened spin on the nanostructure), this expression
becomes tee,σ(0, 0) = cos2(π2nimp) [39]. For genuine non-
Fermi liquid situations, the Friedel sum rule cannot be
used.[39]

The electrical conductance in the low temperature
limit follows as,

GC(0)
PC−→

(
e2

h

)
4ΓdΓs

(Γd + Γs)2

∑
σ

tee,σ(0, 0) , (30)

which thereby can take a maximum value of 2e2/h.
We note that Eq. 30 is a generalization of Eq. 23.
The expressions coincide for a Fermi liquid system
since tee,σ(ω, T ) = (Γd + Γs)[−Im Gσ(ω, T )] with
Im Gσ(0, 0) = [Im Σσ(0, 0)− Γd − Γs]× |Gσ(0, 0)|2, and
where the local self-energy Im Σσ(0, 0) = 0 vanishes in a
Fermi liquid by definition[36].

The above formulation in terms of the t-matrix is par-
ticularly important because it allows the low-T trans-
port to be described using simplified low-energy effective
models, whose t-matrix tee,σ(ω, T ) still provides a faithful
representation of the electronic scattering in the leads in-
duced by the nanostructure. In many cases, an effective
Kondo model may be used, which significantly reduces
the nanostructure complexity. This is discussed further
in Sec. VI and demonstrated explicitly for the TQD in
Sec. IXA.

Finally, we emphasize that quantum transport calcula-
tions using the MW approach require the accurate deter-
mination of nanostructure Green’s functions. These fol-
low immediately from the Dyson equation, Eq. 10, once
the self-energies are known. In NRG the self-energy ma-
trix can be obtained via,

Σσ(ω, T ) = [Gσ(ω, T )]−1Fσ(ω, T ) , (31)

with elements Fij,σ = 〈〈diσ; [Hint, d
†
jσ]〉〉. This gen-

eralizes the result for the AIM in Ref. 44, and is
found in practice to yield highly accurate results within
NRG. Conductance calculated in this way for interact-
ing PC systems reproduces exact analytical results when
known,[45] and has been shown to agree with experimen-
tal results for a wide range of nanoelectronics devices (see
e.g. Refs. 46–49).

For interacting systems in linear response, the main
limitation of the MW formulation in terms of equilibrium
retarded Green’s functions is the PC requirement [42]:
this places constraints on the form of the hybridization
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for nanostructures with multiple degrees of freedom, and
requires equivalent source and drain leads.

1. Ng Ansatz

For systems not in PC, the currents can be obtained
from Eq. 25, using the general form of Eq. 26. This re-
quires a knowledge of the non-equilibrium lesser Green’s
function matrix, G<

σ (ω, T ). From the Keldysh equation
[50] G<

σ = GσΣ<
σG
∗
σ this is related to the usual re-

tarded nanostructure Green’s functions Gσ through the
lesser self-energy Σ<

σ . Here Σ<
σ = Σ<

σ;0 + Σ<
σ;int where

Σ<
σ;0 = 2i(fsΓ

s + fdΓ
d) involves the non-interacting hy-

bridization , while Σ<
σ;int accounts for electronic inter-

actions. Similarly, Σ>
σ = Σ>

σ;0 + Σ>
σ;int with Σ>

σ;0 =

2i([fs − 1]Γs + [fd − 1]Γd). Unfortunately, Σ
</>
σ;int are

notoriously difficult to calculate out of equilibrium.
A simple Ansatz was proposed by Ng in Ref. 51 for the

non-equilibrium single-impurity Anderson model to sim-
plify such calculations. Generalizing to the multi-orbital
situation,[52–54] we suppose that the lesser and greater
self-energies take a factorized form,

Σ<
σ = Σ<

σ;0 Λσ

Σ>
σ = Σ>

σ;0 Λσ

}
Ng Ansatz (32)

where Λσ ≡ Λσ(ω, T ) is a common function to be deter-
mined. From the identity Σ>

σ − Σ<
σ = 2iImΣσ, where

Σσ is the usual retarded interaction self-energy defined
in Eq. 10, it then follows that,

Λσ = I− [Γs + Γd + 2δI]−1[ImΣσ] , (33)

with δ → 0+ for regularization. These expressions
imply a specific form for the non-equilibrium distribu-
tion function matrix fNEint which connects the lesser
and retarded interaction self-energies through Σ<

σ;int =

−2ifNE
int ImΣσ. Specifically, the Ng Ansatz may be stated

as fNE
int → [fsΓ

s + fdΓ
d][Γs + Γd + 2δI]−1, which is

the well-known pseudo-equilibrium distribution[12] ob-
tained for non-interacting systems out of equilibrium. Of
course, the true distribution function is in general modi-
fied for interacting systems out of equilibrium.

Using Eqs. 32, 33 it can be shown that the linear re-
sponse electrical and heat conductances can be obtained
from Eq. 28, with an effective transmission function of
Landauer-like form,

TNg(ω, T ) = 4
∑
σ

Tr[Gσ(ω, T )ΓdΛσ(ω, T )Gσ(ω, T )∗Γs] ,

(34)
where the retarded nanostructure Green’s functions
Gσ(ω, T ) are evaluated at equilibrium in the presence of
interactions and coupling to the leads. Note that Eq. 34
is as such the analogue of Eq. 18a.

By construction, the above Ansatz is exact in the non-
interacting limit, as well as in equilibrium (no voltage

bias or temperature gradient), and automatically satisfies
the continuity equation implying current conservation.
Indeed, since ImΣσ(0, 0) = 0 in a Fermi liquid system,
Λσ(0, 0) = I from Eq. 33, such that Eqs. 28, 34 reduce
correctly to the Oguri result, Eq. 22.

In the case of a single-orbital nanostructure, the Ng
Ansatz yields fNE

int → fNE
0 ≡ [fsΓs + fdΓd]/(Γs + Γd).

To check the validity of the approximation, we computed
the non-equilibrium lesser and retarded self-energies of
the Anderson impurity model in perturbation theory to
second order in the interaction U . We found[55] a non-
zero correction to the above expression for fNE

int propor-
tional to the voltage bias ∆Vb, which implies a finite cor-
rection to the linear-response conductance obtained via
Eq. 34 already at order U2. This correction is given in
Appendix D.

Therefore despite the simplicity and utility of the Ng
Ansatz approach, it is clearly a somewhat uncontrolled
approximation for interacting systems, and cannot be re-
lied upon to yield accurate results in the general multi-
orbital case. For further discussion and rigorous exten-
sions, see Ref. 56 and 57. In Sec. IXA we illustrate the
use of the Ng Ansatz approach for the TQD, comparing
to exact results from the Kubo formula.[58] In Secs. VI,
VII we devise alternative routes to the low-T conductance
of non-PC systems.

D. Kubo

The first-order correction to a thermodynamical ob-
servable from its equilibrium value due to a source term
in the Hamiltonian can be computed using standard
perturbation theory.[8] In the context of linear-response
transport coefficients, the result is known as the Kubo
formula.[58] The derivation for electrical conductance
due to a bias voltage is straightforward, because a differ-
ence in chemical potential between source and drain leads
can be incorporated as a perturbation on the level of the
Hamiltonian (even though strictly speaking the chemi-
cal potential is a statistical property of leads treated as
infinite thermal reservoirs at equilibrium).

We treat the ac bias Hbias in Eq. 12 as the pertur-
bation, switched on adiabatically in the infinitely dis-
tant past, and calculate the resulting electrical current
IC(ω, T ) = −e〈Ṅd〉 into the drain lead at time t = 0,
to first order in the bias voltage ∆Vb. Here, ω is the
frequency of the ac bias voltage. The result is,

IC(ω, T ) = −ie2∆VbTr

∫ ∞
0

e−ηt
′
[N̂s, ρ̂eq(T )]Ṅd(t′) cos(ωt′) dt′ ,

(35)
where ρ̂eq(T ) is the equilibrium density matrix opera-
tor evaluated at temperature T , Ṅd(t′) = eiĤt

′
Ṅde−iĤt

′

with Ĥ the equilibrium Hamiltonian of the full system,
and η → 0+ is required for convergence of the integral.

With some manipulation, this expression can be re-
cast in terms of the current-current correlation func-
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tion K(ω, T ) = 〈〈Ṅs; Ṅd〉〉ω,T which is itself the Fourier
transform to the frequency domain of the retarded func-
tion K(t, T ) = −iθ(t)〈[Ṅs, Ṅd(t)]〉T . The dynamical
conductance follows as,

GC(ω, T ) =

(
e2

h

) −2π Im K(ω, T )

ω
. (36)

In the dc limit ω → 0 we obtain the steady state conduc-
tance,

GC(T ) ≡ lim
ω→0

GC(ω, T ) . (37)

With Ṅα = i[Ĥ, N̂α], one can express K(ω, T ) in
Eq. 36 in terms of correlation functions involving the
nanostructure frontier orbitals and the local lead orbitals,

K(ω, T ) = VsVd
∑
σ,σ′

〈〈d̄†sσcsσ−c†sσd̄sσ ; d̄†dσ′cdσ′−c†dσ′ d̄dσ′〉〉ω,T

(38)
Eqs. 36–38 have the advantage in linear response that

they do not require the special proportionate coupling ge-
ometry. They are also applicable in the general dynami-
cal regime of an ac driving bias voltage. NRG results for
the linear conductance of non-PC systems via the Kubo
formula have been shown to reproduce exact results in
the rare cases where analytic solutions are known,[59] and
quantitative agreement with experimental results have
been demonstrated.[60–62]

We now remark on the equivalence of Eqs. 36–38 to the
MW result Eqs. 25a and 27 in the PC limit. In this case,
we may write Eq. 38 in terms of the even/odd lead basis
and the PC frontier orbital ¯̄dσ. The even lead orbital
can then be eliminated by exploiting current conservation
Ṅs = −Ṅd. This yields,

K(ω, T )
PC−→ V 2

d V
2
s

V 2
d +V 2

s

∑
σ,σ′

〈〈 ¯̄d†σcoσ−c†oσ ¯̄dσ; c†oσ′
¯̄dσ′− ¯̄d†σ′coσ′〉〉ω,T

Provided the original source and drain leads are equiv-
alent, the transformed odd lead is then formally decou-
pled from the rest of the system (cf. emergent decou-
pling in Secs. VI and VII). This means that exact eigen-
states of the full system are product states of the form
|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉n−e ⊗ |φ〉o, where |ψ〉n−e has support in the
nanostructure-even-lead Fock space, while |φ〉o lives in
the decoupled odd-lead Fock space. This allows a factor-
ization into single-particle Green’s functions. After some
manipulation, one obtains

GC(ω, T )
PC−→

(
e2

h

)
4ΓdΓs

Γd + Γs

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

×
[
feq(ω′ + ω)− feq(ω′ − ω)

2ω

]
(39)

where the integral over Fermi functions arises here be-
cause of the original trace over decoupled odd lead states.

Eq. 39 is as such the ac generalization of Eq. 28a, and
reduces to it in the dc limit ω → 0, wherein the expres-
sion in the square brackets becomes ∂ω′feq(ω′). In the
low-temperature limit T → 0, we have

GC(ω, 0)
PC−→

(
e2

h

)
4ΓdΓs

Γd + Γs

∑
σ

[
−
∫ ω
−ω dω

′ Im Gσ(ω′, 0)

2ω

]
(40)

which is determined by the average of the nanostructure
spectral function over a window set by the ac frequency.
Ref. 63 proposed to use this as a means of measuring
the nanostructure spectral function from dynamical
conductance measurements.

Finally, we turn to the Kubo formula for heat
transport.[15] This is more subtle, since there is no source
term in which to do perturbation theory, that can be
added to the Hamiltonian that mimics a temperature
gradient. An indirect solution utilizing the Tolman-
Ehrenfest effect[64] was proposed by Luttinger.[15] The
energy current couples to both a gravitational poten-
tial gradient as well as a temperature gradient (“heat
has weight”). A gravitational potential difference be-
tween leads can be incorporated into the Hamiltonian as
a source term, leading to an expression for the linear-
response energy current analogous to Eq. 35. Impor-
tantly, Luttinger showed[15] that the linear response heat
conductance due to a gravitational potential difference
with zero temperature difference, is identical to that due
to a temperature difference with zero gravitational po-
tential difference. Exploiting this correspondence, one
may work the previous steps of this section to obtain,

KQ(T ) =

(
1

hT

)
lim
ω→0

−2π Im K ′(ω, T )

ω
, (41)

with K ′(ω, T ) = 〈〈Ḣs
leads; Ḣ

d
leads〉〉. Similarly, the

cross susceptibility χCQ = χQC appearing in
Eq. 13, which controls thermopower, is given by
χCQ(T ) = e

h limω→0[ 2π
ω Im K ′′(ω, T )], with K ′′(ω, T ) =

〈〈Ṅs; Ḣd
leads〉〉.

Finally, note that in linear response, the Kubo formula
provides a connection between the ac conductance and
the spectrum of the Johnson-Nyquist noise Eq. 14, via
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem,[26, 63]

C(ω, T ) = −2e2fBE(ω)[ImK(ω, T )] = 2~ωfBE(ω)GC(ω, T ) ,
(42)

where fBE(ω) = (exp[ω/kBT ]−1)−1 is the Bose-Einstein
distribution.

IV. “IMPROVED” CHARGE TRANSPORT
KUBO FORMULA FOR NRG

A well-defined and finite conductance in the dc limit
ω → 0 implies from Eqs. 36 and 37 that the current-
current correlator Im K(ω, T ) ∼ ω at low energies. The
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physics of lead-coupled interacting nanostructures is of-
ten controlled by emergent low energy scales such as the
Kondo temperature TK. The RG structure of such prob-
lems means that the limiting ω → 0 behavior can in prac-
tice be extracted for finite |ω| � T, TK. However in this
regime Im K(ω, T ) is itself very small. Any numerical es-
timation of K(ω, T ) must therefore be very accurate over
a sufficient range of |ω| � T, TK so that the gradient can
be identified and the conductance deduced.

Even with highly accurate methods such as NRG,[29,
30, 65] this can be a challenge. Good results are only
obtained when the number of kept states in NRG is
pushed very high. A further issue with the NRG im-
plementation is that, even with the full density matrix
approach,[30, 65] dynamical information is not reliably
obtained for |ω| � T . This can make it difficult to ex-
tract the dc conductance numerically using Eqs. 36 and
37.

Finally, we note that the explicit form of K(ω, T ) in
Eq. 38 depends on the nanostructure frontier orbitals and
the local lead orbitals, and is model-specific.

Below we propose a conceptually simple but practi-
cally useful reformulation that substantially overcomes
these limitations and is found to greatly improve accu-
racy of the Kubo formula for charge transport when im-
plemented in NRG.

We utilize the Zubarev equations of motion[14] for re-
tarded Green’s functions of bosonic operators Â and B̂,

ω+〈〈Â; B̂〉〉 − 〈[Â, B̂]〉 = 〈〈Â; [Ĥ, B̂]〉〉 = 〈〈[Â, Ĥ]; B̂〉〉

With Ω̇ ≡ d
dt Ω̂ = i[Ĥ, Ω̂], and choosing Â = Ṅs

and B̂ = N̂d, we may therefore write, 〈〈Ṅs; Ṅd〉〉 =

iω+〈〈Ṅs; N̂d〉〉 + 〈[[Ĥ, N̂s], N̂d]〉. Since the expecta-
tion value 〈[[Ĥ, N̂s], N̂d]〉 is real, we obtain the current-
current correlator appearing in Eq. 36 as,

Im K(ω, T ) = ωRe 〈〈Ṅs; N̂d〉〉ω,T . (43)

Conveniently, the factor of ω in Eq. 43 cancels with that
in the denominator of Eq. 36, leading to greater stability
in the numerical evaluation of the dc conductance via the
Kubo formula. In fact, one can apply the equations of
motion a second time to obtain,

Im K(ω, T ) = −ω2Im 〈〈N̂s; N̂d〉〉ω,T , (44)

which involves the total number operators for the leads
only. Within NRG, this is a convenient reformulation
from a technical point of view because the Kubo formula
is now independent of the details of the nanostructure or
hybridization Hamiltonians: once the NRG code is set
up to calculate the correlator 〈〈N̂s; N̂d〉〉ω,T , the same
code can be used to calculate the conductance of any
system without modification. Importantly, we find that
Eq. 44 yields much more accurate results in practice, and
that a greatly reduced number of states MK need to be
kept in the NRG calculations to obtain converged results
than when using the standard Kubo formula. This is in

part because nontrivial dynamical contributions to the
conductance arise at every step of the NRG within this
formulation, since N̂α has weight on all Wilson chain
orbitals.

A. Calculation of 〈〈N̂s; N̂d〉〉ω,T

The Lehmann representation of generic spectral functions
of the type ABC(ω, T ) =

∫
dt
2π e

iωt〈B̂(t)Ĉ〉T is given by,

ABC(ω, T ) =
∑
a,b

〈b|Ĉ|a〉e
−Ea/kBT

Z
〈a|B̂|b〉δ(ω−Eb +Ea) ,

(45)
where {|a〉} constitutes the complete set of eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian satisfying the Schrödinger equa-
tion H|a〉 = Ea|a〉, and Z is the partition func-
tion. In principle, the desired retarded correlator
K̃(ω, T ) = 〈〈N̂s; N̂d〉〉ω,T can be obtained from Eq. 45
as 1

π Im K̃(ω, T ) = ANdNs(ω, T )−ANsNd(−ω, T ).
However, calculating such an object within NRG is

somewhat unconventional because the operators N̂s and
N̂d are not local impurity operators, but rather live on
the Wilson chains for the leads.

Within NRG, Hleads in Eq. 1 is discretized logarithmi-
cally and mapped to Wilson chains of the form,[29]

Hleads → HWC
leads =

∑
α,σ

∞∑
n=0

(
tnf
†
αnσfα(n+1)σ + H.c.

)
,

(46)
where tn ∼ DΛ−n/2 at large n, D is the bare conduction
electron bandwidth as before, and Λ > 1 is the discretiza-
tion parameter. We have assumed for simplicity leads
with particle-hole symmetry, although this is immate-
rial. The mapping is defined such that the nanostructure
hybridizes only with the Wilson ‘zero’ orbitals fα0σ,

Hhyb → HWC
hyb =

∑
α,i,σ

(
Vα,id

†
iσfα0σ + H.c.

)
. (47)

The lead number operators are N̂α =
∑
n n̂

f
αn where

n̂fαn =
∑
σ f
†
αnσfαnσ.

In NRG, one starts from the ‘impurity’ Hamiltonian
Hnano, and then defines a sequence of Hamiltonians Hn,
obtained iteratively by addition of a successive Wilson
chain orbitals,[29, 66]

H0 = Hnano +HWC
hyb , (48)

Hn = Hn−1 + tn−1

∑
α,σ

(
f†α(n−1)σfαnσ + H.c.

)
, (49)

with Eq. 49 defined for n > 0. The exact (discretized)
Hamiltonian Hdisc = Hnano +HWC

leads +HWC
hyb is recovered

as Hdisc = limn→∞Hn. The traditional rescaling of Hn

is omitted here for pedagogical simplicity.
Clearly the Fock space dimension of Hn grows expo-

nentially with n, and the exact solution of even the dis-
cretized model is intractable. Instead, at each step, Hn is
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diagonalized and only the low-energy manifold of eigen-
states is retained for the next step. This constitutes an
RG transformation;[29] the physics on successively lower
energy scales is revealed on increasing n.

The iterative scheme is initialized in some convenient
basis {|φa〉0} spanning H0 by forming the correspond-
ing Hamiltonian matrix H0, with elements [H0]ab =

0〈φa|H0|φb〉0. The unitary matrix U0 is constructed
such that U †0H0U0 = D0 is diagonal. Eigenstates
|ψk〉0 =

∑
a[U0]ak|φa〉0 are used to construct H1, with

matrix elements 1〈φj;i|Ĥ1|φj′;i′〉1 defined in terms of ba-
sis states |φj;i〉1 = |ψj〉0 ⊗ |γi〉1 spanning the Fock space
of H1. Here {|γi〉n} are the 16 states defined on the nth

Wilson shell corresponding to fαnσ. We now diagonalize
the matrix H1 to find U1.

Truncation of the M -dimensional Fock space of Hn is
accomplished in NRG by discarding high energy states
at that iteration.[29] MK eigenstates of Hn are retained
up to an energy cutoff Ecut. The M × M matrix Un
is therefore reshaped to an M ×MK matrix Ũn. This
implies that Ũ †nHnŨn = D̃n is a diagonal matrix of di-
mensionMK×MK containing only the lowest eigenvalues
of Hn. The restricted set of MK retained eigenvectors at
iteration n are obtained as |ψk〉n =

∑
j,i[Ũn](j;i)k|φj;i〉n.

Only these retained states at iteration n are used to con-
struct the Hamiltonian matrix at iteration n + 1. The
approximate Hamiltonian in the basis of |φj;i〉n+1 =

|ψj〉n⊗|γi〉n+1 is denoted H̃n+1. The truncation at each
step means that the Fock space dimension is roughly in-
dependent of n.

Crucially, the structure of the Wilson chain implies
that discarded states at a given iteration are unimpor-
tant for constructing the low-energy states at a later
iteration.[29] Furthermore, useful information can be ex-
tracted at each step[29] since H̃n may be regarded as a
renormalized version of the full Hamiltonian at an effec-
tive temperature Tn ∼ DΛ−n/2.

With this formalism established, we return to the cal-
culation of the correlator K̃(ω, T ). The exact result for
the discretized model could in principle be obtained from
Eq. 45 given the complete set of exact eigenstates of
Hdisc. In NRG however, the iterative diagonalization
and truncation procedure means that only the approxi-
mate (renormalized) eigenstates of H̃n at each step are
known. The Anders-Schiller (AS) basis[67] comprises
the discarded states at each step and is a complete, al-
beit approximate, basis with which to compute spectral
functions via the Lehmann sum, Eq. 45. Refs. 30 and
65 reformulated the problem in terms of the full den-
sity matrix (FDM) established on the AS basis, wherein
the spectrum ABC(ω, T ) =

∑
n wnABCn (ω, T ) consists of

a weighted sum of contributions from each NRG itera-
tion. This requires matrix representations of the opera-
tors B̂ and Ĉ at iteration n in the eigenbasis of H̃n. For
the correlator K̃(ω, T ) we require[68] specifically Ñα

n =∑n
m=0 Ñ

α,m
n , where [Ñα,m

n ]kk′ = n〈ψk|n̂fαm|ψk′〉n. For
n = 0, Ñα

0 ≡ Ñα,0
0 can be explicitly evaluated from

the known exact eigenstates of H0. For n > 0 we
split Ñα

n = Ñα,<
n + Ñα,n

n into two contributions. The
on-shell term can be directly evaluated at each step,
[Ñα,n

n ]kk′ =
∑
j,i[Ũn]∗(j;i)k[Ũn](j;i)k′ × n〈γi|n̂fαn|γi〉n

since the matrix elements involved are trivial; while
[Ñα,m

n ]kk′ =
∑
j,j′,i[Ũn]∗(j;i)k[Ũn](j′;i)k′ × [Ñα,m

n−1 ]jj′ for
0 ≤ m < n. The latter property implies the recur-
sion relation [Ñα,<

n ]kk′ =
∑
j,j′,i[Ũn]∗(j;i)k[Ũn](j′;i)k′ ×

[Ñα
n−1]jj′ . The required operator matrices Ñα

n can then
all be obtained iteratively, starting from Ñα

0 .
With this, the correlator K̃(ω, T ) can be obtained us-

ing standard FDM-NRG as described in Refs. 30.
We emphasize that the technical implementation of

the above is rather straightforward within the usual
NRG framework, and is compatible with abelian and
non-abelian quantum numbers in general symmetry
settings,[69] and with differentiable programming within
∂NRG.[70] The number operator matrix elements can
also be calculated on the generalized Wilson chain used
in the interleaved NRG (iNRG) method.[71]

B. Numerical Results for the AIM

As a proof-of-principle demonstration, we calculate the
ac electrical conductance GC(ω, T ) vs driving frequency
ω at T = 0 with NRG for the two-lead AIM (Eq. 8)
using the Kubo formula Eq. 36. In Figs. 2(a-f) we com-
pare the standard implementation of the Kubo formula
Eq. 38 (left panels) with the “improved” Kubo formula
Eq. 44 (right panels), for different numbers MK of NRG
kept states as specified in the legend. (a-b) are calcu-
lated for NRG discretization parameter Λ = 2; (c,d)
for Λ = 2.5; and (e,f) for Λ = 3. As a reference, we
provide the MW result (dashed line) calculated within
NRG within the equivalent single-channel AIM (Eq. 9)
obtained via Eq. 28a, which should be considered the
numerically-exact result for this system.

Fig. 2(a) shows that the standard Kubo formula yields
rather poor results, even at largeMK = 10000 for Λ = 2.
The situation improves with increasing Λ [see panels
(c,e)] due to the tradeoff[72] between MK and Λ. The
best performance, with an error of ∼ 5%, was obtained
with Λ = 3 and MK = 10000 [blue line, panel (e)], al-
though even here the results are not fully converged with
respect to MK . By contrast, the improved Kubo results
[panels (b,d,f)] are highly stable, and essentially fully
converged even for remarkably low MK = 4000 for all
Λ considered. This shows that accurate results can be
obtained within NRG using the improved Kubo formu-
lation at relatively low computational cost.

Fig. 2(g) shows the low-frequency behavior, comparing
Kubo and improved Kubo with a Fermi liquid fit. The
improved Kubo formula is found to capture the expected
asymptotic form very accurately. Indeed, for Λ = 2 and
MK = 10000, the improved Kubo method satisfies the
exact dc limit result GC(0, 0)/G0 = 2 to within 0.01%.
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Figure 2. (a)-(f) Comparison of NRG results for the Kubo
(left) and “improved” Kubo (right) formulae for the ac conduc-
tance GC(ω, 0) at T = 0 for the two-lead AIM, with different
numbers MK of NRG kept states as given in the legend, and
different NRG discretization parameters Λ. Results bench-
marked against the MW formula, evaluated within the equiva-
lent single-channel AIM (red dashed line). (g) Low-frequency
behaviour, comparing Kubo and improved-Kubo with a Fermi
liquid fit 2−GC(ω, 0)/G0 = c2(ω/TK)2 +c3|ω/TK|3. AIM pa-
rameters: Ud = 0.4D, εd = − 1

2
Ud, Vs = Vd = 0.07D.

Although in this benchmark comparison, accurate re-
sults can be alternatively obtained at low computational
cost from the MW formula using the equivalent single-
channel model, we emphasize that for general non-PC
systems this is not possible; and genuine two-channel
NRG calculations are notoriously demanding.

Note that the Hubbard satellite feature at ω ∼ Ud
seen in the MW result is not captured by either Kubo

approach. The lack of resolution at high energies ap-
pears to be due to the logarithmic discretization of the
bath Hamiltonian in NRG. All other features are well-
described; and the improved-Kubo approach confers a
significant accuracy and efficiency gain.

V. FAILURE OF HEAT TRANSPORT
KUBO FORMULA IN NRG

Although the Kubo formula for charge transport as
implemented in NRG can yield highly accurate results,
the same is unfortunately not true for heat transport.
Perhaps surprisingly, we find that the Kubo formula for
heat transport, Eq. 41, does not yield even qualitatively
correct results when implemented in NRG.

In NRG the required current-current correlation func-
tion K ′(ω, T ) takes the form,

〈〈Ḣs
leads; Ḣ

d
leads〉〉 = −VsVdt20

∑
σ,σ′

〈〈Ôsσ; Ôdσ′〉〉 , (50a)

with, Ôαν = d̄†ανfα1ν − f†α1ν d̄αν , (50b)

where fα1ν is the n = 1 Wilson orbital defined in Eq. 46.
Although the n = 0 Wilson orbital fα0ν may be inter-
preted as a discretized version of the local lead orbital
cαν , the n = 1 Wilson orbital fα1ν has no direct physical
meaning in the bare model.

We use Eq. 50 to calculate KQ(T ) via Eq. 41 for the
two-lead AIM using NRG, and present numerical results
in Fig. 3(a) as the red line. For comparison, we show
the MW result computed via Eq. 28b for the effective
one-channel system as the blue line. The latter should
be regarded as the numerically-exact result. We see that
KQ(T ) from the Kubo formula fails to capture the correct
physics, with apparently noisy data, erratic sign-changes,
and diverging behavior at low-T rather than vanishing as
∼ T . However, other physical quantities computed in the
same NRG run, such as the electrical conductance Gc(T )
obtained by the Kubo formula Eq. 36, correctly recover
the expected results, see Fig. 3(b).

The high-quality two-channel NRG calculations here
are fully converged (Fig. 3(a) is not improved by increas-
ing the number of kept states MK). We have also imple-
mented an “improved” version of the heat Kubo formula
along the lines of Sec. IV, but the underlying failure of
NRG demonstrated above is not resolved by this.

We note that the heat Kubo formula for the exactly-
solvable Ud = 0 resonant level model coupled to Wilson
chains also fails to capture the correct behavior, includ-
ing the low-T asymptote KQ(T ) ∼ T . This indicates
that the problem lies with the representation of the lead
Hamiltonian as a discretized Wilson chain, rather than
with the iterative diagonalization procedure in NRG. We
therefore believe the failure of NRG in this context to be
because Wilson chains are not true thermal reservoirs,[73]
as argued in Ref. 74 – arbitrary amounts of energy ∆E
cannot be dissipated by Wilson chains without changing
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Figure 3. (a) Heat conductance |KQ(T )| vs T for the two-
lead AIM, calculated in NRG via the Kubo formula (Eq. 41;
red line), compared with the MW result (Eq. 28b; blue line).
Solid lines for KQ > 0, dashed for KQ < 0. Parameters
used: Ud = 0.4D, εd = −Ud/2, Vs = Vd = 0.07D, Λ = 3,
MK = 11000 (2-channel Kubo) or 4000 (1-channel MW). (b)
Same as panel (a) except for dc charge conductance GC(T ),
obtained with NRG via the standard Kubo formula (Eq. 36;
red line) or MW (Eq. 28a; blue line).

their temperature. We hypothesize that this issue may
afflict thermal transport calculations using the Kubo for-
mula for any discretized system.

We emphasize that the above breakdown is not a prob-
lem with the heat Kubo formula itself, but rather a failure
of NRG to capture the proper behavior of the required
current-current correlation function defined on the dis-
cretized Wilson chain, Eq. 50. Note that for systems
in the PC geometry, the MW formula Eq. 28b can be
used instead. This relates the heat conductance in linear
response to nanostructure equilibrium retarded Green’s
functions, which are very accurately calculated within
NRG.[30] This approach within NRG yields the correct
behavior of KQ(T ), as demonstrated in Ref. 17. The
problem of how to obtain KQ(T ) via NRG for non-PC
systems therefore remains an open question.

VI. EMERGENT PROPORTIONATE
COUPLING: COULOMB BLOCKADE

In most realistic systems (with the notable exception
of single-dot devices) the orbital complexity and spatial

structure of the nanostructure prevents a PC description.
However, in certain situations the low-energy effective
model for the system may be in PC even though the bare
model is not. This is particularly useful for the MW for-
mulation of quantum transport involving only retarded
single-particle nanostructure Green’s functions. We ex-
plore these scenarios below for the case of systems in the
Coulomb blockade (CB) regime.

Deep in the CB regime, the nanostructure has a well-
defined number of electrons, with charge fluctuations
suppressed at low temperatures kBT � EC by the effec-
tive nanostructure charging energy EC (the microscopic
origin of which is the Coulomb repulsion described by
Hint in Eq. 2). Incoherent transport, involving sequential
tunneling events between the nanostructure and leads, is
therefore also suppressed.[75–77] This is the dominant
transport mechanism for nanostructures with a net spin
S = 0. By contrast, Kondo-enhanced spin-flip scatter-
ing in spinful nanostructures can give a substantial boost
to low-temperature coherent transport, with the unitar-
ity limit of a perfect single-electron transistor attainable
experimentally.[78]

In both cases, the structure of the low-energy effec-
tive model can be obtained perturbatively to second or-
der in Hhyb, by projecting onto the ground state man-
ifold of N -electron states for the isolated nanostructure
|N ; gs, j〉, and eliminating virtual excitations to nanos-
tructure states |N ± 1; ex, k〉 with N ± 1 electrons. Using
Brillouin-Wigner perturbation theory, we may write,

HN
eff ' Hleads+1̂NgsHnano1̂Ngs+1̂NgsHhyb(ENgs−Hnano)−1Hhyb1̂Ngs ,

(51)
where 1̂Ngs =

∑
j |N ; gs, j〉〈N ; gs, j| and Hnano|N ; gs, j〉 =

ENgs |N ; gs, j〉. By construction, Hhyb|N ; gs, j〉 generates
(a superposition of) excited eigenstates of Hnano satisfy-
ing Hnano|N ± 1; ex, k〉 = EN±1

ex,k |N ± 1; ex, k〉.
Parameters of the effective model are then related to

matrix elements of the type 〈N + 1; ex, k|d̄†ασ|N ; gs, j〉
and 〈N − 1; ex, k|d̄ασ|N ; gs, j〉, which may be computed
straightforwardly for the isolated nanostructure for a
given model.

We note that although the structure of the effective
model for generalized quantum impurity systems can be
obtained from Eq. 51, the perturbative estimation of its
coupling constants is accurate only in the limit of strong
nanostructure interactions and weak hybridization. Re-
cently in Ref. 79, machine learning techniques have been
employed to determine the numerical value of the effec-
tive model parameters non-perturbatively. We illustrate
the quantitative accuracy of such a model machine learn-
ing approach to describe the low-temperature physics of
nanostructures by explicit calculations in Sec. IXA.

In the following we focus on the generic behavior of the
underlying effective models. Ultimately, the accuracy of
predictions using these models depends on the accurate
determination of the effective parameters.
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A. S = 0

For isolated nanostructures with an even number of
electrons N , the ground state is often (but not always)
a unique spin singlet state with total S = 0. Applying
Eq. 51 yields an effective model in the form of a renor-
malized tunnel junction,

Heff = Hleads +
∑
α,β

∑
σ

Wσ
αβc
†
ασcβσ , (52)

where α, β ∈ s, d and Wσ
αβ = (Wσ

βα)∗ are effective po-
tential scattering parameters obtained after integrating
out the nanostructure. Note that in the presence of a
magnetic field on the nanostructure, the excited states
|N ± 1; ex, k〉 and excitation energies (ENgs − EN±1

ex,k ) de-
pend on spin σ, which in general endow Wσ

αβ with a spin
dependence, which we retain here for generality.

Eq. 52 is in some sense trivially in PC. Since the ef-
fective model is non-interacting, we may use the Lan-
dauer formula for conductance, Eqs. 17, 18b. In the
low-temperature limit T → 0, the electrical conductance
is given by GC(0) = (e2/h)4Γ̃sΓ̃d

∑
σ |Gsd,σ(0)|2. Here

Gsd,σ(ω) ≡ 〈〈csσ; c†dσ〉〉 is the full Green’s function con-
necting local orbitals in source and drain leads in the
presence of theWσ

αβ terms in Eq. 52. It can be expressed
in terms of the free lead Green’s functions of the isolated
Hleads, which we write as G0

αβ,σ(ω) = δαβ/[ω
+ − ∆(ω)],

with ∆(ω) so defined. The effective hybridizations are
then Γ̃α = −Im∆(0) = 1/(πρ0), equal for both leads.
The required full Green’s function can be obtained from
standard equations of motion techniques as,

Gsd,σ(ω) =
Wσ
sd

[ω+ −Wσ
ss −∆(ω)][ω+ −Wσ

dd −∆(ω)]− |Wσ
sd|2

(53)
In the zero-field, particle-hole symmetric case where

Wσ
ss = Wσ

dd = 0 and Wσ
sd ≡ Wsd, the standard result for

the T = 0 transmission of a tunnel-junction is recovered,

GC(0) =

(
2e2

h

)
4|W̃sd|2

(1 + |W̃sd|2)2
. (54)

where we have defined the dimensionless quantities
W̃σ
αβ = πρ0W

σ
αβ . The maximum conductance GC =

2e2/h is attained when |W̃sd|2 = 1, which corresponds
to intermediate values of Wsd.

In the general case, one obtains,

GC(0) =

(
e2

h

)∑
σ

4|W̃σ
sd|2

(1 + |W̃σ
sd|2 − W̃σ

ssW̃
σ
dd)

2 + (W̃σ
ss + W̃σ

dd)
2

(55)
The conductance is therefore seen to depend strongly on
particle-hole asymmetry, generated and tuned in practice
by application of gate voltages. In particular, the max-
imum conductance GC < 2e2/h for finite Wss and/or
Wdd is always reduced with respect to its particle-hole
symmetric counterpart.

B. S = 1
2

The more interesting and subtle case arises when the
isolated nanostructure has an odd number of electrons
N and hosts a net spin S = 1

2 . Eq. 51 then becomes a
generalized Schrieffer-Wolff transformation.[80, 81] In the
absence of other ground state degeneracies, the effective
model takes the form of a generalized two-channel Kondo
(2CK) model,[82]

Heff = Hleads+
∑
α,β

∑
σ

Wσ
αβc
†
ασcβσ+

∑
α,β

JαβŜ·ŝαβ+B̃Ŝz ,

(56)
where Ŝ is a spin- 1

2 operator for the nanostructure, Ŝz

is its z-component, and ŝαβ = 1
2

∑
ν,ν′ c†ανσνν′cβν′ is the

spin density of the leads (σ is a vector of Pauli matrices).
The effective model parameters Jαβ (exchange coupling)
and Wσ

αβ (potential scattering) can be straightforwardly
calculated from matrix elements of the isolated nanos-
tructure states, as described in Ref. 83. Hermiticity re-
quires that Wσ

αβ = (Wσ
αβ)∗ and Jαβ = (Jβα)∗. In the ab-

sence of a magnetic field or spin-orbit coupling terms in
the bare system, the effective model has full SU(2) sym-
metry and Wσ

αβ ≡Wαβ independent of spin, and B̃ = 0.
We consider this case explicitly below. In the following
we use the notation J± = Jss±Jdd andW± = Wss±Wdd.

The dynamics of the effective model, discussed fur-
ther below, are characterized by the spectrum of the
scattering t-matrix, tαα,σ(ω, T ) = −πρ0ImTαα,σ(ω, T ),
where Tαβ,σ(ω, T ) is defined by the t-matrix equation
Eq. 11. For Eq. 56, the t-matrix can be expressed as
Tαβ,σ(ω, T ) = Wαβ + 〈〈âασ; â†βσ〉〉 where,

âα↑ =
∑
γ

[
Wαγcγ↑ + 1

2Jαγ(cγ↑Ŝ
z + cγ↓Ŝ

−)
]
, (57)

and similarly for âα↓. The retarded correlator
〈〈âασ; â†βσ〉〉 can be computed directly in NRG. However,
an ‘improved’ version of the t-matrix can be obtained in a
similar fashion to the self-energy method for the retarded
nanostructure Green’s functions, Eq. 31. We define a
2x2 matrix Dyson equation for the full (impurity cou-
pled) lead Green’s functions, [Gσ(ω, T )]−1 = [G0

σ(ω)]−1−
Σ̃σ(ω, T ), where the self-energy matrix Σ̃σ(ω, T ) incor-
porates all the effects of the nanostructure. Rearranging
Eq. 11 gives,

Σ̃σ(ω, T ) = [Gσ(ω, T )]−1G0
σ(ω)Tσ(ω, T ) . (58)

In practice we therefore compute both Gσ(ω, T ) and
Tσ(ω, T ) in NRG to obtain Σ̃σ(ω, T ) by Eq. 58. This
gives an improved estimation of Gσ(ω, T ) from the Dyson
equation, and hence an improved version of Tσ(ω, T )
through the t-matrix equation.

In terms of quantum transport, the Kubo formula can
be used to obtain the dc linear response electrical conduc-
tance (Eqs. 36, 37) for the effective model. The retarded
current-current correlator K(ω, T ) = 〈〈Ṅs; Ṅd〉〉 ≡
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〈〈Ω̂; Ω̂〉〉 can be expressed in terms of the composite op-
erator,

Ω̂ = −i
(
JsdŜ · ŝsd +

∑
σ

Wsdc
†
sσcdσ

)
−H.c. (59)

where we have used Ṅα = i[Ĥ, N̂α] and current conser-
vation Ṅs = −Ṅd. The form of the ‘improved’ Kubo
formula (Sec. IV) is model-independent and so Eq. 44
remains the same. The corresponding Kubo formula for
heat conductance (Eq. 41) follows similarly.

To gain further insight into the expected behaviour
and to make progress analytically, we consider various
limiting cases below.

1. No potential scattering: Wαβ = 0

ForWαβ = 0, it proves useful to diagonalize the matrix
of exchange couplings, U †JU , by a canonical rotation
of the lead basis cσ = Uc̃σ, where cσ = (csσ, cdσ)T

and c̃σ = (ceσ, coσ)T. In the new ‘even/odd’ basis, the
exchange couplings are,

Jee = 1
2 (J+ +

√
J2
− + 4|Jsd|2) (60a)

Joo = 1
2 (J+ −

√
J2
− + 4|Jsd|2) (60b)

and where Jeo = Joe = 0 by construction.
A special case arises when Joo = 0, since then the

odd lead is decoupled and the effective model reduces
precisely to a single-channel Kondo model with a single
spin- 1

2 impurity,

Heff = He
leads + JeeŜ · ŝee . (61)

From Eq. 60b, this occurs specifically when |Jsd|2 =
JssJdd. In fact, this condition is always automatically
satisfied when the bare model is in PC. Indeed, this is
physically natural since Eq. 61 is the regular Schrieffer-
Wolff transformation[80] of the single-channel model us-
ing Eq. 5 obtained under PC.

The conductance then follows from Eq. 28 with

TMW(ω, T )
PC−→ 4JssJdd

(Jss + Jdd)2

∑
σ

tee,σ(ω, T ) . (62)

With no potential scattering and no magnetic field as
considered here, tee,σ(0, 0) = 1 by the Friedel sum rule,[8]
and so GC(0) = (2e2/h) × 4JssJdd

(Jss+Jdd)2 is controlled by
a pure geometric factor describing the nanostructure-
lead coupling. Indeed for ω, T � TK , with TK ∼
D exp[−1/ρ0Jee] the Kondo temperature for the effective
model Eq. 61, we have tee,σ(ω, T ) ' 1 and so the con-
ductance approximately saturates its low-temperature
bound, GC(T � TK) ' GC(0).

Of course, the above scenario is special, and for most
realistic systems the exact PC condition |Jsd|2 = JssJdd

Figure 4. NRG results for the T = 0 t-matrix spectrum
tαα(ω, 0) of the effective 2CK model, Eq. 63. Even (odd)
channel spectra shown as the solid (dashed) lines, for fixed
Jee/D = 0.3 and W = 0, with different Joo. In all cases,
tee(0, 0) = 1 and too(0, 0) = 0, despite incipient frustration of
Kondo screening for small δ = Jee − Joo.

is not expected to be satisfied. In such cases, Joo 6= 0 and
the odd channel remains formally coupled to the effective
nanostructure spin- 1

2 . In the even/odd basis withWαβ =
0, Eq. 56 reduces to,

Heff = Hleads + JeeŜ · ŝee + JooŜ · ŝoo . (63)

The physics of this channel-anisotropic 2CK model are
rich but well-known, featuring a competition of Kondo
screening between the even and odd channels.[84] The
model supports a non-Fermi liquid quantum critical point
for Jee = Joo, but from Eq. 60 we see that this only arises
in these kinds of systems when both Jss = Jdd and Jsd =
0. Although one may be able to tune to the sd-symmetric
condition Jee = Joo, to realize Jsd = 0 requires the sup-
pression of through-nanostructure exchange-cotunneling
processes. In principle, this could arise through gate-
tunable many-body quantum interference effects[83] that
conspire to produce an exact tunneling node, but a real
system exhibiting 2CK criticality driven by such effects
has not yet been reported. On the other hand, for com-
plex multiorbital nanostructures, electron propagation
across the entire structure embodied by the exchange
cotunneling Jsd is typically small in magnitude (albeit
finite) compared with the local terms Jss and Jdd. There-
fore it may still be possible to access the quasi-frustrated
quantum critical physics of the 2CK model at small Jsd
for intermediate temperatures or energies.[85] In the fol-
lowing we simply regard Jee and Joo as free independent
parameters of the effective model, however obtained, and
consider the generic behaviour.

For concreteness we now assume antiferromagnetic
couplings Jee > Joo > 0. Perturbative scaling (poor
man’s scaling) starting from weak coupling, indicates
that both Jee and Joo get renormalized upwards on re-
ducing the energy or temperature scale. The scaling in-
variant for the RG flow of each is its respective Kondo
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temperature, TαK ∼ D exp[−1/ρ0Jαα]. However, the low-
energy physics is non-perturbative, and the 2CK strong
coupling fixed point for a spin- 1

2 impurity is unstable.[38]
Since Jee > Joo we have T eK > T oK and the even channel
ultimately flows under RG to strong coupling while the
odd channel flows back to weak coupling.

This physical picture is confirmed by numerically-exact
NRG calculations for the effective 2CK model Eq. 63,
in Fig. 4. The RG flow is vividly demonstrated in the
T = 0 spectrum of the t-matrix for the even channel
(solid lines) and odd channel (dashed lines), plotted for
systems with fixed Jee but decreasing δ = Jee − Joo > 0
(and Wαβ = 0). We highlight three features[45]: (i) in
all cases, the t-matrix spectrum of the even channel is
always exactly pinned to 1 at zero frequency and zero
temperature, tee(0, 0) = 1; (ii) by contrast, the odd chan-
nel t-matrix vanishes, too(0, 0) = 0; (iii) relief of incipient
frustration is characterized by a new scale TFL.

Importantly, we see an emergent decoupling of the
odd lead at low energies |ω| � TFL in all cases, where
TFL = min(T eK, T

∗) is a dynamically-generated Fermi liq-
uid scale. Here T ∗ ∼ δ2/T eK is an energy scale embodying
the frustration of Kondo screening from the two channels.
For large δ > T eK we have T ∗ > T eK and the RG flow of the
odd channel is cut off on the scale of T eK as the even chan-
nel flows to strong coupling. On the other hand, for small
δ < T eK we have T ∗ < T eK and the system is described by
the frustrated (non-Fermi liquid) 2CK fixed point over
an intermediate temperature range T ∗ < T < T eK. The
even channel flows to strong coupling and the odd chan-
nel flows to weak coupling only for T � T ∗ in this case.
Without potential scattering, it is then guaranteed that
tee(0, 0) = 1 and too(0, 0) = 0, as dictated by phase-shift
arguments: due to the decoupling at ω = T = 0, we may
write tαα(0, 0) = sin2(δα). The Kondo effect in the even
channel confers a phase shift δe = π/2 whereas in the de-
coupled odd channel δo = 0. We note that although the
non-Fermi liquid 2CK regime has been accessed exper-
imentally in quantum dot devices,[41] this is the result
of fine-tuning and ingenious quantum engineering. The
more standard situation is for the odd channel to decou-
ple at low temperatures, as described above.

Since such systems flow under RG to an effective single-
channel description involving only the even lead combi-
nation, we have an emergent PC condition. This greatly
simplifies the calculation and interpretation of the low-
temperature quantum transport. On the lowest temper-
ature and energy scales ω, T � TFL, Eq. 24 yields the
electrical conductance. We may now relate the inter-
channel t-matrix Tsd,σ to the even channel t-matrix Tee,σ
using the rotation U diagonalizing the exchange matrix,
Tds,σ(0, 0) =

∑
(α,β)∈(e,o) UdαU

∗
sβTαβ,σ(0, 0). Note that

Teo,σ(ω, T ) = Toe,σ(ω, T ) = 0 since Jeo = Weo = 0, while
forWαβ = 0 we have Too(0, 0) = 0 and |πρ0Tee,σ(0, 0)|2 =
[tee,σ(0, 0)]2 = 1 due to the emergent decoupling. There-

fore the T = 0 conductance follows as,

GC(0) =

(
2e2

h

)
4|Jsd|2

4|Jsd|2 + J2
−
. (64)

This result also applies accurately for all T � TFL.
The low-temperature conductance can therefore be de-
termined directly from the effective exchange couplings
Jss, Jdd, and Jsd. Eq. 64 is as such the generalization of
Eq. 30 to the emergent PC case.

Indeed, the factor |Jsd|2/(|Jsd|2 + J2
−) appearing in

Eq. 64 reduces, as it must to |VsVd|2/(|Vs|2 + |Vd|2)2 in
the case of exact PC in the bare model, for which we have
|Jsd|2 = JssJdd and Jss/Jdd = |Vs/Vd|2. This is equiva-
lent to the well-known geometric factor ΓsΓd/(Γs + Γd)

2

appearing in Eq. 30 after cancelling factors of π and ρ0.

2. sd-symmetry and finite potential scattering

The results of the previous section hold whenWαβ = 0.
Although an important simple limit, the resulting be-
havior is not generic since even at particle-hole sym-
metry (Wss = Wdd = 0), the through-nanostructure
cotunneling term Wsd is typically finite. In this sec-
tion we consider finite potential scattering Wαβ 6= 0 in
the sd-symmetric limit – meaning Jss = Jdd ≡ J and
Wss = Wdd ≡W (or equivalently J− = W− = 0). In this
case, the full model has an overall mirror symmetry with
respect to exchanging s and d leads

At high temperatures T � TK, renormalization due to
the Kondo effect is weak, and the contribution to con-
ductance is dominated by finite source-drain cotunnel-
ing, Wsd. Conductance in this limit is therefore given
approximately by Eq. 55, obtained for Jαβ = 0. How-
ever, richer and more complex behavior results at lower
temperatures, where there is a subtle interplay between
W and J . We therefore focus on the low-T physics in
the following.

First, we note that in the sd-symmetric limit,
the even/odd channels are simply the symmet-
ric/antisymmetric combinations of source and drain
leads,

ceσ = 1√
2
[csσ + cdσ] ; coσ = 1√

2
[csσ − cdσ] (65)

which yields,

Jee = J + Jsd ; Joo = J − Jsd (66a)
Wee = W +Wsd ; Woo = W −Wsd (66b)

and Jeo = Joe = Weo = Woe = 0. Note that with sd
symmetry, the lead transformation diagonalizing the ex-
change matrix J also diagonalizes the potential scatter-
ing matrix W . We write the effective model,

Heff = H̃leads + JeeŜ · ŝee + JooŜ · ŝoo , (67)

where we have incorporated the local potentials Wee and
Woo into the definition of the lead Hamiltonian, H̃leads =∑
α=e,o[H

α
leads +Wαα

∑
σ c
†
ασcασ].
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Figure 5. NRG results for the T = 0 t-matrix spectrum of the effective 1CK model Eq. 61 (left panel), and 2CK model Eq. 67
(even/odd channels in the centre/right panels). For the 2CK model, we take the sd-symmetric case J− = W− = 0, with fixed
J/D = 0.25 and Jsd/D = 0.05, varying W = 3Wsd. For the 1CK model we use the same parameters as for the even channel of
the corresponding 2CK model (Jee/D = 0.3 and Wee = 4

3
W ). Dotted lines in the left/centre panels are given by Eq. 69, while

Eq. 68 is used in the right panel.

Analysis of Eq. 67 proceeds similarly to that of Eq. 63,
except now we account for the potential scattering by re-
diagonalizing the lead Hamiltonian H̃leads. This can be
done implicitly using Green’s function techniques, which
allow us to relate the local lead Green’s functions in-
cluding the potential to those of the bare leads. We find
[G̃0
αα,σ(ω)]−1 = [G0

αα,σ(ω)]−1−Wαα for α = e, o. This im-
plies that the renormalized Fermi level density of states
is ρ̃α = − 1

π ImG̃0
αα,σ(0) = ρ0/(1 + W̃ 2

αα), where we again
use the notation W̃αβ = πρ0Wαβ .

In fact, the quantities controlling the Kondo physics
and RG flow in such problems are the dimensionless pa-
rameters jα = ρ̃αJαα, rather than the bare exchange cou-
plings Jαα. For je > jo, the even lead flows to strong cou-
pling, while the odd lead decouples; the opposite applies
for je < jo. Indeed, even with Jee > Joo and Wee > Woo,
one may be able to realize je = jo, as required for 2CK
criticality. It may therefore be possible to tune across
the 2CK quantum phase transition in a given system by
tuning gate voltages.

We now explore the effect of the local potentials Wee

andWoo on the dynamics and conductance. ForWαβ = 0
considered in the previous section, we argued that the
emergent decoupling of the odd lead at low energies
and temperatures ω, T � TFL produced an effective PC
condition, with tee,σ(0, 0) and hence GC(0) then being
controlled by an effective single channel Kondo (1CK)
model, Eq. 61. With finite Wee and Woo, the lead with
the smaller jα still decouples asymptotically. However,
tee,σ(0, 0) < 1 and too,σ(0, 0) > 0 due to the potential
scattering.

This physical picture is confirmed in Fig. 5 where we
plot the T = 0 spectra of the even and odd t-matrix for
the 2CK model Eq. 67 in the centre and right panels,
for fixed exchange couplings Jee and Joo, but with differ-

ent potential scattering strengths W = 3Wsd. Below an
emergent scale TFL ∼ T eK (here ∼ 10−3D), the t-matrix
of the even channel exhibits a Kondo resonance, while
the incipient RG flow of the odd channel is arrested.

Since the odd channel is decoupled at ω = T = 0, the t-
matrix too,σ(0, 0) is determined completely byWoo. From
the t-matrix equation, Eq. 11, together with the bare and
renormalized Green’s functions G0

oo,σ(0) = −iπρ0 and
G̃0
oo,σ(0, 0) = −iπρ̃o, we immediately obtain,

too,σ(0, 0) =
W̃ 2
oo

1 + W̃ 2
oo

. (68)

This result is equivalent to a phase shift δo = tan−1[W̃oo]
in the odd channel, since too,σ(0, 0) = sin2(δo) [43]. The
full odd-channel t-matrix is πρ0Too,σ(0, 0) = (W̃−1

oo − i)×
too,σ(0, 0).

For the systems considered in Fig. 5, we plot the corre-
sponding values of too,σ(0, 0) obtained from Eq. 68 in the
right panel as the dotted horizontal lines. The full odd-
channel t-matrix obtained by NRG is seen to saturate to
these values for |ω| � TFL, as anticipated.

More interestingly, comparison between the left and
centre panels of Fig. 5 shows that the low-energy dynam-
ics of the even channel can be accurately understood in
terms of an effective single-channel Kondo model with
the same Jee and Wee. This is again a consequence of
the emergent decoupling of the odd channel. Indeed,
provided δ ≡ Jee − Joo � T eK (as is fairly standard),
the correct Kondo scales are also well reproduced.

For the bare Andersonian nanostructure model, calcu-
lating the low-energy behaviour of the scattering t-matrix
is deeply nontrivial. Even for the single-impurity Ander-
son model, tee,σ(0, 0) = sin2(δe) requires knowledge of
the even-channel phase shift δe. In this case, the Friedel
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Figure 6. NRG results for the effective 1CKmodel, Eq. 61. (a)
T = 0 spectrum of the t-matrix at the Fermi energy tee(0, 0),
as a function of the local potential Wee, for different Jee.
Dashed line is Eq. 69, showing only small deviations even
at rather large Jee. (b) The full energy-dependence of the
t-matrix tee(ω, 0) is shown for Jee/D = 0.3 with Wee/D =
0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 increasing in the direction of the arrow. (c)
Dependence of the Kondo temperature T eK on Wee for the
same Jee used in (a), confirming Eq. 70.

sum rule dictates that δe = π
2nimp in terms of the ex-

cess charge due to the impurity, nimp.[39] But the latter
is renormalized by interactions and must itself be cal-
culated using many-body techniques away from particle-
hole symmetry. On the other hand, the above physi-
cal arguments and NRG results in Fig. 5 establish that
tee,σ(0, 0) can be obtained from an effective 1CK model,
Eq. 61. Treating the exchange coupling Jee as a pertur-
bation to the even-channel charge, we may then write
nimp ' 2

π tan−1[W̃ee] + 1 (it was shown in Ref. 86 that
the phase shifts due to Jee and W̃ee are additive when
the Hamiltonian is transformed in the potential scatter-
ing eigenbasis), where the first term is the excess charge
induced in a free bath due to a boundary potential Wee,
and we add 1 for the singly-occupied impurity local mo-
ment in the Kondo model. This approximation gives
δe ' tan−1[W̃ee] + π

2 and hence from the Friedel sum
rule,

tee,σ(0, 0) ' 1

1 + W̃ 2
ee

. (69)

Using the relation between the phase shift and the ar-
gument of the t-matrix [8] δe = arg[Tee,σ(0, 0)] the
full even-channel t-matrix can be determined to be
πρ0Tee,σ(0, 0) = −(W̃ee + i)× tee,σ(0, 0).

These predictions are quantitatively substantiated in
Fig. 6, which shows NRG results for a pure 1CK model
with exchange coupling Jee and potential scatteringWee.
The t-matrix tee,σ at ω = T = 0 is plotted in panel (a)
as a function of Wee for different Jee. Even for rather
large Jee/D = 0.4, the exact results agree accurately
with Eq. 69 (dashed line) over the entire range of Wee.

The full energy dependence of the t-matrix is shown
in panel (b) for fixed Jee with increasing Wee. The

Figure 7. Conductance of the generalized 2CK model Eq. 56
at sd-symmetry, obtained by NRG using the improved Kubo
method. (a) GC(T ) vs T for fixed J/D = 0.25, Jsd/D = 0.05
and W = 0 with different Wsd/D = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6
for the solid black, red, blue, green, violet and orange lines.
Dotted lines are the low-T predictions of Eq. 71. (b) GC(0) vs
Wsd, for systems with the same parameters as in (a), showing
the conductance node near W̃sd = 1, compared with Eq. 71
(dashed line). (c) GC(T ) vs T for fixed J/D = 0.15, Jsd/D =
0.05, W/D = 0.2, varying Wsd/D = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 for the
black, red, blue and green solid lines (again compared with
Eq. 71, dotted lines).

asymptotic ω = 0 value reported in (a) can be extracted
for |ω| � T eK, with the Kondo scale T eK decreasing as
the potential scattering strength Wee increases. Since
T eK ∼ D exp[−1/ρ̃eJee] and the Fermi level density of
states incorporating Wee is ρ̃e = ρ0/(1 + W̃ 2

ee) as before,
for the 1CK model we may write,

T eK(Wee) ' T eK(0)× exp[−W̃ 2
ee/ρ0Jee] . (70)

This is confirmed in Fig. 6(c) for the same systems as in
panel (a).

Eq. 69 can therefore be used to find the low-energy
behaviour of the even-channel t-matrix in the general-
ized 2CK model,[82] while Eq. 70 provides an estimate
of the regime of applicability of this result. Remarkably,
the low-energy scattering behaviour can therefore be ex-
tracted purely from a knowledge of the effective model
parameters Jee and Wee, and full solution of the gener-
alized 2CK model is not required.

Finally, we use this information on the dynamics to
extract the generic low-temperature conductance prop-
erties. We use Eq. 24 in the even/odd basis of Eq. 65 to
writeGC(0) = (2e2/h)×|πρ0Tee,σ(0, 0)−πρ0Too,σ(0, 0)|2.
Using the form of the even/odd t-matrices derived in this
section, we obtain,

GC(0) =

(
2e2

h

)
(1 + W̃eeW̃oo)

2

(1 + W̃ 2
ee)(1 + W̃ 2

oo)
. (71)

This is the main result of this section: it allows the
Kondo-renormalized low-T conductance to be calculated
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purely from a knowledge of the effective model param-
eters. Note that the result holds approximately for all
T � TFL.

In the case of sd-symmetry as considered here, only
Wee = W + Wsd and Woo = W − Wsd are required.
Furthermore, Eq. 71 implies the existence of an exact
quantum-interference effect conductance node,

GC(0) = 0 when W 2
sd = W 2 + (1/πρo)

2 (72)

This condition can in principle be satisfied on tuning gate
voltages in multi-orbital nanostructures. Although con-
ductance nodes due to single-particle quantum interfer-
ence in effective non-interacting systems are well-known,
their many-body counterparts are comparatively poorly
understood – even though strong electron interactions are
ubiquitous in e.g. semiconductor quantum dot devices
and single molecule transistors. We emphasize that in
such systems, electron interactions are crucial to under-
stand the low-temperature conductance properties. In-
deed, the T = 0 conductance node, Eq. 72, is driven
by the Kondo effect (a finite conductance is expected at
higher temperatures, T � TK). This “Kondo Blockade”
has been proposed as a mechanism for efficient quan-
tum interference effect transistors.[83] The above analy-
sis puts such phenomena in the context of a more general
framework.

The quantitative accuracy of Eq. 71 is established by
NRG results in Fig. 7. The dc conductance GC(T ) of the
full 2CK model, Eq. 56, under sd symmetry is obtained
within NRG using the improved Kubo approach, Eqs. 36
and 44. In Fig. 7(a) we plot GC as a function of T for
fixed J , Jsd and W = 0, with different Wsd. Although
the high-T conductance is rather accurately reproduced
by 55, Kondo correlations strongly affect the behaviour at
low temperatures T � TK, with TK the emergent Kondo
temperature. The horizontal dotted lines are the result
of Eq. 71, and are seen to agree very well with the low-
temperature conductance from NRG. In particular, the
Kondo resonance at Wsd = 0 (black line) is inverted to a
Kondo blockade for Wsd = 0.6D (orange line). GC(0) is
plotted for the same parameters in Fig. 7(b) as a function
of Wsd, with NRG results (points) compared with Eq. 71
(dashed line), showing the conductance node predicted
by Eq. 72. Fig. 7(c) confirms the more general form of
Eq. 71 for finite W and Wsd.

3. finite potential scattering and broken sd-symmetry

Finally, we consider the most general case, in which
both J and W are finite, and sd-symmetry is broken
(J− 6= 0 and W− 6= 0).

First, we note that for arbitrary J±, Jsd and W±, Wsd

the lead basis rotation U that diagonalizes the exchange
matrix J will not in general diagonalize the potential
scattering matrix W (that is, although U †JU is con-
structed such that Jeo = J∗oe = 0, U †WU still yields
finite Weo = W ∗oe 6= 0). This means that the even/odd

channels defined in this way are not distinct; and in par-
ticular the odd channel does not completely decouple at
low energies, as required for the previous analysis.

The first step is therefore to define a new basis, in
terms of which we can identify distinct conduction elec-
tron channels, labelled a and b. We define W = P †WP
to be diagonal, such that,

Waa = 1
2 (W+ +

√
W 2
− + 4|Wsd|2) (73a)

Wbb = 1
2 (W+ −

√
W 2
− + 4|Wsd|2) (73b)

and where Wab = W∗ba = 0 by construction. Eq. 73 is
as such the potential scattering analog of Eq. 60 for the
exchange couplings. Incorporating these local potentials
into the definition of the free lead Hamiltonian in the
even/odd basis Hleads, we have renormalized Fermi level
densities of states ρ̃α = ρ0/[1 + (πρ0Wαα)2]. The same
transformation P is applied to the exchange matrix J ,
noting that J = P †JP is not in general diagonal.

We may now identify the relevant dimensionless quan-
tities to analyze the RG flow as jαβ =

√
ρ̃αρ̃βJαβ . The

2 × 2 matrix of these couplings is denoted j. We per-
form a final rotation of the lead basis to diagonalize this
matrix, j′ = Q†jQ, to yield the desired even/odd ex-
change couplings j′ee and j′oo. It is in this basis that
we can say that the more strongly coupled even channel
flows to strong coupling and the more weakly coupled
odd channel decouples,[87] analogous to the analysis of
the previous section. Potential scattering in this basis is
given by W ′ = Q†WQ, and we define W̃ ′αβ = πρ0W

′
αβ .

The emergent decoupling of the odd channel in this
basis at low energies and temperatures ω, T � TK yields
the non-trivial result t′eo(0, 0) = t′oe(0, 0) = 0. This is
a consequence of Kondo renormalization, and scattering
between even and odd channels is finite at higher ener-
gies. In the fully asymmetric case, there is no lead ro-
tation that yields teo(ω, T ) = 0 at all energies and tem-
peratures. The above prescription, although somewhat
complicated, is needed in order to identify the specific
lead combination where inter-channel scattering vanishes
at low energies. We have confirmed this result explicitly
with NRG.

In this basis, the analog of Eqs. 68 and 69 for the t-
matrix spectra are t′oo,σ(0, 0) = (W̃ ′oo)

2/(1 + (W̃ ′oo)
2) and

t′ee,σ(0, 0) = 1/(1+(W̃ ′ee)
2), with the corresponding com-

plex t-matrices given by πρ0T
′
oo,σ(0, 0) = [(W̃ ′)−1

oo − i]×
t′oo,σ(0, 0) and πρ0T

′
ee,σ(0, 0) = −[W̃ ′ee + i] × t′ee,σ(0, 0).

The low-T conductance then follows from Eq. 24,

GC(0) =

(
2e2

h

)
|ΩeT ′ee,σ(0, 0) + ΩoT

′
oo,σ(0, 0)|2 , (74)

where the t-matrix Tds,σ in the physical basis of d and s
leads is brought first into the basis of a and b channels
using the transformation P , and then into the even/odd
basis via Q. This yields the coefficients,

Ωγ = 2πρ0

∑
α,β∈a,b

PdαQαγP
∗
sβQ

∗
βγ . (75)
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The low-temperature conductance obtained from NRG is
found to agree well with these predictions.

We emphasize that the benefit of the above framework
is that the low-temperature conductance can be accu-
rately estimated, purely from a knowledge of the effec-
tive 2CK model parameters J and W . The 2CK model
itself does not need to be solved. Furthermore, since
any microscopic multi-orbital system hosting a net spin-
1
2 coupled to source and drain leads can in principle be
mapped to such a model, the problem of calculating low-
T transport becomes one of determining effective model
parameters. These can be estimated perturbatively using
Eq. 51, or non-perturbatively using more sophisticated
techniques, such as model machine learning.[79]

C. S = 1

When the nanostructure hosts an even number of elec-
trons, a high-spin state with S = 1 may result. This is
especially prevalent in single molecule junctions. The ef-
fective model in this case is again Eq. 56, but now with
Ŝ a spin-1 operator (ŝαβ are still spin- 1

2 operators for the
leads).

In the case with exact PC on the level of the bare
model, an effective single-channel spin-1 Kondo model re-
sults (Eq. 61 with Ŝ a spin-1 operator). The low-energy
physics is that of the underscreened Kondo effect [38] –
a singular Fermi liquid with a residual free spin-1

2 lo-
cal moment surviving down to T = 0. Conductance is
again Kondo-enhanced in this case, but with logarithmic
corrections to the low-temperature approach to the fixed
point conductance.[88] This situation can arise in parallel
double quantum dots; although the exact PC condition
on the hybridization matrix is challenging to realize in
practice.

The more generic scenario is when the effective nanos-
tructure spin-1 is delocalized and the PC condition is
not satisfied. In this case, both Jee and Joo remain finite
in the even/odd lead basis. The nanostructure spin-1 is
exactly screened on the lowest temperature scales[89] (as-
suming both exchange couplings are antiferromagnetic).
However, since Jee > Joo we have T eK > T oK and a ‘two-
stage’ Kondo effect results: the odd lead participates in
screening of the nanostructure spin-1, and remains cou-
pled down to T = 0, in contrast to the spin- 1

2 case dis-
cussed above. The nanostructure spin-1 is underscreened
by the even lead to an effective spin- 1

2 on the scale of T eK,
and then fully screened down to S = 0 by the odd lead
on the scale of T oK. Correspondingly, the conductance is
Kondo enhanced for T oK < T < T eK but suppressed on the
lowest temperature scales T � T oK. These scenarios have
been explored experimentally in e.g. Refs. 47, 90–92.

VII. EMERGENT PROPORTIONATE
COUPLING: CHARGE DEGENERACY

In this section we consider the generic electrical con-
ductance properties of systems near a Coulomb peak,
corresponding to the charge degeneracy point between
N and N + 1 electrons on the nanostructure. Typi-
cally, one can tune to the Coulomb peaks in experi-
ment by applying suitable plunger gate voltages. We
expect enhanced cotunneling conductance at such points
due to strong nanostructure charge fluctuations (mixed-
valence).[77] By contrast with the Coulomb blockade sit-
uation of the previous section,[75] here electrons can tun-
nel from source to drain leads without leaving the nanos-
tructure ground state manifold; although electron inter-
actions still typically renormalize the conductance.

Our aim in this section is to understand the low-
temperature conductance properties of arbitrary systems
in this regime, in terms of simple effective models. By
studying the generic behaviour of such models, we again
ultimately relate the conductance directly to the effective
model parameters, avoiding the need to solve the effective
models each time for every new system considered.

Effective models near charge-degeneracy points can
be obtained perturbatively to first order in the hy-
bridization Hhyb, which connects N and N + 1 elec-
tron states of the isolated nanostructure. We define
1̂gs =

∑mN
j=1 |N ; j〉〈N ; j| + ∑mN+1

k=1 |N + 1; k〉〈N + 1; k|
as a projector onto the manifold of retained states in the
N and N + 1 electron sectors of Hnano. We only keep
the mN lowest energy states of the N electron sector
and the mN+1 lowest states of the N + 1 electron sector.
Here Hnano|n; l〉 = Enl |n; l〉, where the index l = 1, 2, 3, ...
labels eigenstates of the isolated n-electron nanostruc-
ture in order of increasing energy Enl . The truncated
set of states included in 1̂gs will be sufficient to describe
the transport at low temperatures T � ∆Emin, where
∆Emin is the energy of the lowest lying state not in-
cluded in 1̂gs. The typically large charging energy in
small nanostructures means that removing an electron
from an N electron ground state, or adding an electron
to an N + 1 electron ground state, yields a highly ex-
cited state that can be safely neglected. However, one
should also check that the gap to excitations within the
N and N + 1 electron sectors is large enough to justify
the specific truncation scheme used. Therefore we take
∆Emin = min[EN−1

1 , EN+2
1 , ENmN+1, E

N+1
mN+1+1]. In prac-

tice, the T → 0 transport is typically controlled by the
lowest spin multiplet in N and N+1 electron sectors, and
we now focus on these situations. The effective model is
then defined as,

Heff = Hleads +

N+1∑
n=N

mn∑
l=1

Enl |n; l〉〈n; l|+ 1̂gsHhyb1̂gs (76)

We consider specific prominent cases below, and give ex-
ample applications for the TQD in Sec. IXA.
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A. Spinless case

When the nanostructure and leads are effectively spin-
less (which may arise physically in the presence of a
strong magnetic field, for example) Eq. 76 takes a simple
form. In particular, the standard non-degenerate case
where a single state can be retained in each of the N and
N + 1 electron sectors yields an effective resonant level
model,[8]

Heff = Hleads + εf†f +
∑
α=s,d

(
tαf
†cα + t∗αc

†
αf

)
, (77)

where f† = |N + 1; 1〉〈N ; 1| and f = (f†)† are canon-
ical fermionic operators with the proper anticommuta-
tion relations. Here the effective model parameters are
ε = EN+1

1 − EN1 and tα = Vα〈N + 1; 1|d̄†α|N ; 1〉, which
can be obtained straightforwardly from the diagonal rep-
resentation of the isolated Hnano.

Importantly, note that the effective model Eq. 77 is in
PC, even though the bare model is in general not. This
emergent PC property greatly facilitates quantum trans-
port calculations at low energy and temperature scales
where the effective model provides a valid description.
Furthermore, the effective model is non-interacting, de-
spite the strong electron correlations typically present on
the physical nanostructure. This means we can write
down the effective f -level Green’s function exactly,

Gff(ω) =
1

ω+ − ε−∑α |tα|2G0
αα(ω)

. (78)

Electrical and heat conductances then follow immediately
from the Landauer formula, Eq. 17, with the transmission
function being the analog of Eq. 19,

TL(ω) = 4Γ̃sΓ̃d|Gff(ω)|2 ' 4Γ̃sΓ̃d

(ω − ε)2 + (Γ̃s + Γ̃d)2
, (79)

where Γ̃α = πρ0|tα|2 and we have used the wide flat band
approximation |tα|2G0

αα(ω) ' −iΓ̃α. Eq. 79 is as such a
Lorentzian of width (Γ̃s+Γ̃d) and centred on ω = ε. The
effective parameters ε, ts and td are therefore sufficient
to calculate the transport properties for T � ∆Emin. In
particular, note that the maximum low-T conductance is
obtained at the charge degeneracy point (where ε = 0)
and when ts = td (which does not necessarily imply the
symmetry Vs = Vd in the bare model).

B. Singlet-doublet transition

A more generic and interesting situation arises in spin-
ful systems where states of Hnano form a spin multiplet
structure. Here we focus on the most common case where
the ground state of the nanostructure with an even num-
ber of electrons N is a non-degenerate spin-singlet, while
with (odd) N + 1 electrons we have a spin-doublet. Both

singlet and doublet must be taken into account in the ef-
fective model near the charge degeneracy point between
N and N + 1 electrons.

The three accessible states in the low-energy nanos-
tructure manifold can be represented by a single spin-
ful fermionic degree of freedom with operators f†σ =
|N + 1;σ; 1〉〈N ; 0; 1| and fσ = (f†σ)†, together with a
constraint to exclude spurious double occupancy of this
effective site. Here we have additionally labelled states of
Hnano by their total Sz quantum number |n;Sz; l〉, where
σ =↑, ↓ denotes Sz = + 1

2 ,− 1
2 , and l now labels the spin

multiplet. The corresponding energies are EnSz ;l. Since
we consider only the l = 1 ground state multiplets, we
suppress the l labels below. The effective model Eq. 76
then reads,

Heff = Hleads + εn̂f +Beff Ŝ
z
f + Ucn̂f↑n̂f↓

+
∑
α=s,d
σ=↑,↓

(
tασf

†
σcασ + H.c.

)
, (80)

where n̂fσ = f†σfσ, n̂f = n̂f↑ + n̂f↓ and Ŝzf = 1
2 (n̂f↑ −

n̂f↓). Here Uc → ∞ implements the hard-core con-
straint, while the effective parameters are given by ε =
1
2 [EN+1
↑ + EN+1

↓ ] − EN0 , Beff = [EN+1
↑ − EN+1

↓ ] and
tασ = Vα〈N+1;σ|d̄†ασ|N ; 0〉. Eq. 80 is as such an infinite-
U single impurity Anderson model in the mixed-valent
regime,[8] which possesses an emergent PC (independent
of whether or not the bare model is in PC). This im-
plies that a single effective conduction electron channel
couples to the impurity f level, ceσ = 1

t2σ
[tsσcsσ+ tdσcdσ],

where t2σ = |tsσ|2+|tdσ|2, and with effective hybridization
Γ̃σ = πρ0t

2
σ.

Another consequence of the emergent PC in the effec-
tive model is that quantum transport at low tempera-
tures T � ∆Emin may be obtained using the MW for-
mula Eq. 28 with transmission function,

TMW(ω, T ) =
4t2st

2
d

(t2s + t2d)
2

∑
σ

tσ(ω, T ) , (81)

where tσ(ω, T ) = Im[−Γ̃σGff;σ(ω, T )] is the t-matrix
spectrum and Gff;σ(ω, T ) ≡ 〈〈fσ; f†σ〉〉ω,T is the Green’s
function of the effective f level. Unlike Eq. 78 for the
spinless case, here the dynamics are nontrivial due to the
constraint Uc → ∞. However, Gff;σ(ω, T ) can be calcu-
lated numerically using e.g. NRG, and hence the quan-
tum transport properties can be obtained. This requires
only the solution of the effective model, rather than the
full bare model. Reference results for the effective model
can therefore be calculated and reused for any micro-
scopic system.

In the absence of a magnetic field in the bare model, we
have EN+1

↑ = EN+1
↓ such that the effective field vanishes,

Beff = 0, and the effective tunneling amplitudes tασ ≡ tα
become independent of the spin label σ (hence tσ ≡ t

and Γ̃σ ≡ Γ̃). We focus on this case below.
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Figure 8. t-matrix for the effective model Eq. 80 at T = 0,
describing the dynamics in the vicinity of a singlet-doublet
charge-degeneracy point, calculated from NRG. (a) t(0, 0) as
a function of Γ̃ for ε = 0 (black line) and |ε|/Γ̃ = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2
(red, blue, green and magenta lines) with ε > 0 shown as solid
lines and ε < 0 as dashed lines. (b) t(ω, 0) vs ω/Γ̃ at ε = 0

for Γ̃/D = 10−1, 10−3, 10−5, 10−7 for the green, blue, red and
black lines. Eq. 82 is shown as the dashed line for comparison
to black line. (c) Behaviour of ε∗/Γ̃ as a function on Γ̃ for
the same parameters as in panel (a), showing small Γ̃/D � 1
asymptotes following Eq. 83.

In Fig. 8 we consider the spectrum of the t-matrix
tσ(ω, T ) ≡ t(ω, T ) for the effective model Eq. 80 with
Beff = 0 and Uc → ∞, obtained by full NRG calcula-
tions. For given effective parameters ε and Γ̃, the low-T
transport can then be obtained via Eqs. 28, 81. Panel (b)
shows the T = 0 spectra at the charge degeneracy point
ε = 0 for different Γ̃. At small Γ̃/D � 1 the spectrum
is accurately approximated by that of an equivalent non-
interacting resonant level model[8] (Uc = 0) with the
same Γ̃, but with an interaction-renormalized level en-
ergy ε∗ = ε + ReΣff(ω = 0), where Σff(ω) is the f -level
interaction self-energy,

t(ω, 0) ' 1

1 + (ω − ε∗)2/Γ̃2
. (82)

This is shown for comparison as the dashed line in
Fig. 8(b).

At larger Γ̃, discrepancies from Eq. 82 at finite frequen-
cies become more pronounced, due mainly to the finite
ImΣff(ω), leading to an enhanced peak height and asym-
metric shape. However, since ImΣff(0) = 0 by Fermi
liquid theory, t(0, 0) is always given exactly by Eq. 82,
once ε∗ is known.

Only t(0, 0) is needed for the T → 0 conductance, and
reference NRG results for it as a function of Γ̃ are pre-
sented in Fig. 8(a) for different ε/Γ̃. The behaviour of ε∗,
which yields t(0, 0) exactly from Eq. 82, is given for the
same parameters in Fig. 8(c). In the physically-relevant
regime Γ̃/D � 1, the behaviour is found to be simply,

ε∗/Γ̃ ' aε/Γ̃− b log(Γ̃/D) + c , (83)

where numerically we find a ' 0.93, b ' 0.29 and c '
0.35. By contrast, at large Γ̃/D � 1, the self-energy
correction can be neglected for ε > 0, such that ε∗ → ε;
while for ε < 0 the Kondo effect gives ε∗ → 0. This is
confirmed directly by the saturation values in Fig. 8(c).

Equipped with these results, the low-T conductance
of a system in the vicinity of a singlet-doublet charge-
degeneracy point can be straightforwardly predicted,
once the effective model parameters ε and ts,d have been
determined.

C. Doublet-triplet transition

The charge degeneracy point between spin-doublet
and spin-triplet states also yields nontrivial strongly-
correlated electron behaviour – yet it can again be cap-
tured in a simple effective model in PC. The doublet-
triplet transition scenario is more common in the context
of single molecule junctions, where Hund’s Rule or other
complex multi-orbital interactions can yield a high spin
S = 1 ground state in the even electron sector of the
isolated nanostructure (by contrast to an even-electron
S = 0 singlet, as considered in the previous section).

Here we shall take N to be odd, with the N -electron
nanostructure hosting a net S = 1

2 doublet state; while
in the (even) N + 1 electron sector, the nanostructure
ground state is an S = 1 triplet. Focusing again on the
low-T transport, we construct an effective model in which
only the lowest energy spin multiplet of each sector is re-
tained. In this case the effective impurity Hamiltonian
comprises five states: two for the N electron doublet, and
three for the N+1 electron triplet. For simplicity we con-
sider below the SU(2) spin-symmetric case arising when
no external magnetic field acts, such that states |n;Sz; l〉
of a given spin multiplet l are degenerate (EnSz ;l ≡ Enl is
independent of Sz). We also set l = 1 (ground state) and
suppress l labels in the following.

We construct an effective model using Eq. 76, cast-
ing the result in terms of one effective fermionic site f ,
and one effective spin- 1

2 degree of freedom Ŝg, together
with carefully chosen constraints (which are implemented
through additional hard-core terms in the Hamiltonian).
This allows us to capture the various spin-multiplet tran-
sitions from doublet to triplet by adding a single electron.
Our effective model reads,

Heff = Hleads + δcn̂f − JcŜf · Ŝg + ε(n̂f − 1)2

+
∑
α=s,d
σ=↑,↓

(
tαf
†
σcασ + H.c.

)
, (84)

where Ŝg is a spin- 1
2 operator for the effective local mo-

ment, Ŝf = 1
2

∑
ν,ν′ f†νσνν′fν′ is the spin density and

n̂f =
∑
σ f
†
σfσ is the number operator for the effective f
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level, and

f†↑ = |N+1;Sz=1〉〈N ;Sz= 1
2 |+ 1√

2
|N+1;Sz=0〉〈N ;Sz=- 1

2 |
f†↓ = |N+1;Sz=-1〉〈N ;Sz=- 1

2 |+ 1√
2
|N+1;Sz=0〉〈N ;Sz= 1

2 |

with fσ = (f†σ)† as usual. Here, the 1√
2

factors
are Clebsch-Gordon coefficients implied by the Wigner-
Eckart theorem.

Of the 8 effective states of the fg system in Eq. 84, we
wish to retain only the 5 that represent the N electron
doublet and the N + 1 electron triplet of the bare model:

|N ;Sz = 1
2 〉 ≡ |0〉f ⊗ | ↑〉g ,

|N ;Sz = − 1
2 〉 ≡ |0〉f ⊗ | ↓〉g ,

|N + 1;Sz = 1〉 ≡ | ↑〉f ⊗ | ↑〉g ,
|N + 1;Sz = 0〉 ≡ 1√

2
(| ↑〉f ⊗ | ↓〉g + | ↓〉f ⊗ | ↑〉g) ,

|N + 1;Sz = −1〉 ≡ | ↓〉f ⊗ | ↓〉g .

The spurious states | ↑↓〉f ⊗ | ↑〉g, | ↑↓〉f ⊗ | ↓〉g and
1√
2
(| ↑〉f ⊗ | ↓〉g − | ↓〉f ⊗ | ↑〉g) are eliminated by the

constraints in Eq. 84 by setting δc = 1
4Jc and sending

Jc →∞.
With the above definitions, the effective tunneling am-

plitudes in Eq. 84 can be obtained from the extremal
weight matrix elements of the isolated nanostructure,

tα = Vα〈N + 1;Sz = 1|d̄†α↑|N ;Sz = 1
2 〉 ,

although by SU(2) spin symmetry we may also write
tα =

√
2Vα〈N+1;Sz=0|d̄†α↑|N ;Sz=- 1

2 〉. Deviations from
the precise charge-degeneracy point are captured by the
parameter ε = EN+1−EN . The effective model is there-
fore a mixed-valent single impurity Anderson model, side-
coupled to an additional spin- 1

2 local moment by a ferro-
magnetic interaction.

Turning now to the low-temperature quantum trans-
port, the PC form of the effective model implies that
we may use the MW formula Eq. 28, with trans-
mission coefficient Eq. 81 given in terms of the t-
matrix tσ(ω, T ) ≡ t(0, 0) = Im[−Γ̃Gff;σ(ω, T )], where
Gff;σ(ω, T ) ≡ 〈〈fσ; f†σ〉〉ω,T is the (spin-independent)
Green’s function of the effective f level and Γ̃ =
πρ0(|ts|2 + |td|2) is the effective hybridization as before.

The T → 0 conductances of the physical system there-
fore depend on the dynamics of the effective model Eq. 84
as T → 0 and ω → 0, as encoded in t(0, 0). In Fig. 9
we plot t(0, 0) as a function of Γ̃ for different ε/Γ̃, ob-
tained from NRG. This is the analogous plot for the
doublet-triplet transition as Fig. 8(a) for the singlet-
doublet transition. Although we find qualitatively simi-
lar behaviour to that of the singlet-doublet case, the de-
tails are different. Indeed, here the full spectrum t(ω, 0)
shows much more pronounced asymmetries than the sim-
ple Lorentzian Eq. 82, even at very small Γ̃. However,
in the physically-relevant regime Γ̃ � 1 we find t(0, 0)
for the effective model is still accurately approximated

Figure 9. t-matrix t(0, 0) at T = 0 as a function of the hy-
bridization Γ̃ near a doublet-triplet charge-degeneracy point,
described by the effective model Eq. 84, obtained by NRG.
Plotted for ε = 0 (black line) and |ε|/Γ̃ = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 (red,
blue, green and magenta lines) with ε > 0 shown as solid lines
and ε < 0 as dashed lines.

by Eqs. 82 and 83 but with modified a ' 1.15, b ' 0.18
and c ' 0.7.

With these NRG results the low-T conductances for
real systems near a doublet-triplet charge degeneracy
point can be obtained simply from the effective model
parameters ε and ts,d. Comparison of Fig. 8(a) and
Fig. 9 shows that for a given Γ̃ and ε, the conductance
is larger in the vicinity of the doublet-triplet charge-
degeneracy point that than near the singlet-doublet
charge-degeneracy point, which we attribute to enhanced
spin fluctuations in the former.

Finally, we remark that the above analysis of the ef-
fective model Eq. 84, obtained perturbatively to leading
order in the nanostructure-lead hybridization, accounts
for the dominant contributions to conductance. How-
ever, higher-order corrections will in general result in an
effective coupling to the neglected odd conduction elec-
tron channel, taking the effective model out of PC. Al-
though irrelevant for the singlet-doublet case considered
in the previous section (whose many-body ground state
is always a non-degenerate singlet due to the Kondo ef-
fect), in the doublet-triplet case the involvement of the
odd channel is expected to induce a second-stage Kondo
screening, quenching the ln(2) residual entropy found for
Eq. 84. Since such terms arise only at higher order in
perturbation theory, the associated Kondo scale for the
second-stage screening is expected to be very small, and
hence may be neglectable at experimentally-relevant tem-
peratures. We therefore argue that the effective model
Eq. 84, and results of this section, remain valid close to
the charge degeneracy point where there is a clear sepa-
ration of scales.
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D. General spinful case

We briefly touch upon the general spinful situation
near a charge degeneracy point. Since N and N + 1
electron sectors of the nanostructure are connected to
first order in Hhyb by tunneling of a single electron, non-
trivial spin-charge entanglement arises near the charge-
degeneracy point between spin-S and S± 1

2 ground states.
The two most common such scenarios (doublet to singlet
and doublet to triplet) were considered explicitly above.

Generalizing now to the charge-degeneracy point be-
tween an N electron spin-S multiplet ground state, and
an N + 1 electron spin-S+ 1

2 multiplet ground state, it is
easily seen that an effective model with the same form as
Eq. 84 must arise – but with Ŝg now a spin-S operator,
and with tα = Vα〈N + 1;Sz = S + 1

2 |d̄
†
α↑|N ;Sz = S〉.

However ε = EN+1 − EN as before.
4S + 3 physical states of the spin S and S + 1

2 mul-
tiplets are retained in the ground state manifold of the
effective model, meaning that 4S+1 spurious states must
be eliminated in Eq. 84 using the constraints δc and Jc.
This implies setting δc = 1

2SJc and sending Jc →∞.
Low-T quantum transport can be obtained in the same

way as above from a knowledge of t(0, 0), which can be
calculated for the effective model using e.g. NRG.

VIII. AUXILIARY FIELD FORMULATION

Recently in Ref. 93, topological properties of the Mott
metal-insulator transition in the Hubbard model were
uncovered by mapping the interaction self-energy of the
effective impurity problem within dynamical mean field
theory, to auxiliary non-interacting degrees of freedom.

Here we explore the consequences of the same mapping
for quantum transport. We start with an application to
the paradigmatic single-impurity Anderson model, Eq. 8.

The auxiliary field mapping is an exact representation
of the single-particle dynamics for an interacting system
in terms of a completely non-interacting one.[93] The
Dyson equation, Eq. 10, for the Anderson impurity reads,

Gσ(ω) ≡ 〈〈dσ; d†σ〉〉 =
1

ω+ − εd −
∑
α ∆α(ω)− Σσ(ω)

, (85)

where ∆α(ω) = V 2
αG0

αα(ω) is the hybridization between
the impurity and the physical lead α = s, d, and Σσ(ω)
is the interaction self-energy. In the absence of a mag-
netic field, we have SU(2) spin symmetry, and so we write
Σσ(ω) ≡ Σ(ω). For convenience we absorb the static
contribution to the self-energy into the definition of the
renormalized level ε∗d = εd + Re Σ(0), and work with the
dynamical part of the self-energy Σ̃(ω) = Σ(ω)−Re Σ(0).

Following Ref. 93 we now interpret Σ̃(ω)→ ∆aux(ω) as
a hybridization to a bath of auxiliary non-interacting de-
grees of freedom. The effect of the electronic scattering
due to the Coulomb interaction on the impurity is re-
produced exactly by proper choice of the auxiliary bath.

Vs Vd
S d

Vaux

Vs Vd
S d

U

Figure 10. Schematic of the auxiliary field mapping. The
interaction self-energy Σ̃(ω) of the single-impurity Anderson
model (left) is mapped to an auxiliary non-interacting tight-
binding chain (right). The current between physical source
and drain leads due to a bias voltage in the interacting system
is reproduced in the mapped non-interacting system through
a zero-current constraint for the auxiliary ‘lead’ in the 3-
terminal Landauer-Büttiker formula.

Here we describe the auxiliary system as a semi-infinite
linear chain,

Haux =

∞∑
n=0

∑
σ

(
tnf
†
nσf(n+1)σ + H.c.

)
, (86)

where for simplicity we have now assumed particle-hole
symmetry, εd = −Ud/2 (such that ε∗d = 0 and Eq. 86 does
not require inclusion of onsite potentials). The auxiliary
chain is coupled at one end to the impurity,

Himp−aux =
∑
σ

(
Vauxd

†
σf0σ + H.c.

)
. (87)

The mapping is illustrated schematically in Fig. 10.
The impurity-auxiliary chain hybridization function is

thus given by ∆aux(ω) = V 2
auxG0

aux(ω), where G0
aux(ω) =

〈〈f0σ; f†0σ〉〉0 is the boundary Green’s function of the iso-
lated auxiliary system. The latter can be expressed sim-
ply as a continued fraction[94] in terms of the tight-
binding parameters {tn} in Eq. 86 as G0

aux(ω) = 1/[ω+−
∆aux

0 (ω)] with ∆aux
n (ω) = t2n/[ω

+ −∆aux
n+1(ω)].

The auxiliary parameters Vaux and {tn} are uniquely
determined[93] by setting Σ(ω) → ∆aux(ω) =
V 2

auxG0
aux(ω). Specifically, V 2

aux = − 1
π Im

∫
dωΣ(ω) ini-

tializes an iterative scheme in which successive tn are
obtained by t2n = − 1

π Im
∫
dω∆aux

n (ω). At half-filling,
Vaux = Ud/2. The other auxiliary parameters are regular
and well-behaved, with the recursion being efficient and
numerically stable. Since the original self-energy Σ(ω)
is a continuous function, the recursion does not termi-
nate (the auxiliary chain is semi-infinite); however the tn
settle down to a regular pattern after a finite number of
steps.

The key point for the present discussion is not the
specific form of these parameters for a given model, but
rather the fact that this mapping exists and is unique.

For the mapped non-interacting system (Fig. 10, right)
we have three effective leads, with a resonant level impu-
rity Green’s function,

Gσ(ω) =
1

ω+ − ε∗d −
∑
γ ∆γ(ω)

, (88)
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where γ = s, d or aux.
We now wish to calculate the current Id flowing

from source lead to drain lead due to a source-drain
bias voltage ∆Vb. In the physical interacting system
(Fig. 10, left), the linear response conductance follows
from the MW formula, Eq. 28a, with the interacting im-
purity Green’s function, Eq. 85. For the mapped non-
interacting system (Fig. 10, right), we may use the 3-
terminal linearlized Landauer-Büttiker (LB) formula for
the current into lead γ,

Iγ(T ) =
e

h

∑
β 6=γ

∫
dω [∂ωfeq(ω)](µγ−µβ)TL γβ(ω) , (89)

where µγ is the chemical potential of lead γ and
TL γβ(ω) = 4Γγ(ω)Γβ(ω)

∑
σ |Gσ(ω)|2 is the analogue of

Eq. 19, with Gσ(ω) the effective non-interacting Green’s
function given in Eq. 88, and Γγ(ω) = −Im ∆γ(ω).
Eq. 89 is a generalization of the usual LB formula to
the case with inequivalent leads with arbitrary density of
states (Appendix C). This is important because the auxil-
iary ‘lead’ has a specific form that must be accounted for.
We will however assume for simplicity that the source
and drain leads are equivalent: Γs(ω) = πV 2

s ρ(ω) and
Γd(ω) = πV 2

d ρ(ω) with the same (but otherwise arbi-
trary) density of states ρ(ω).

Of course, the auxiliary lead is not a physical lead and
so we do not apply a voltage to it (µaux = 0), and no
current flows into or out of it (Iaux = 0). The latter
property is also required by current conservation in the
physical system, Is = −Id. From Eq. 89, these con-
straints imply that V 2

s µs + V 2
d µd = 0. The voltage bias

e∆Vb ≡ µs − µd must be split across source and drain
leads in a specific way to satisfy this constraint, with µs =
e∆Vb(1+V 2

s /V
2
d )−1 and µd = −e∆Vb(1+V 2

d /V
2
s )−1. We

note however that the ∆Vb → 0 linear response conduc-
tance does not depend on the details of this splitting.

Substituting in Eq.89, we obtain,

Id(T ) = ∆Vb
e2

h

4πV 2
d V

2
s

V 2
d + V 2

s

∫
dω [−∂ωfeq(ω)]ρ(ω)

×
∑
γ,σ

Γγ(ω)|Gσ(ω)|2 .

(90)

This reduces correctly to Eq. A2 since∑
γ Γγ(ω)|Gσ(ω)|2 = −Im Gσ(ω) from Eq. 88. Further-

more, in the wide flat band limit of the leads (when
ρ(ω) → ρ0 and Γα(ω) → Γα = πρ0V

2
α for α = s, d),

Eq. 90 recovers the standard PC form of the MW
formula, Eq. 28a, as expected.

The above arguments generalize trivially to any multi-
orbital two-lead system in PC. The Green’s function for
the PC frontier orbital ¯̄dσ coupling to the leads can al-
ways be expressed as,

Gσ(ω) ≡ 〈〈 ¯̄dσ; ¯̄d†σ〉〉 =
1

ω+ − εd −
∑
α ∆α(ω)− Σ′σ(ω)

, (91)

where Σ′σ(ω) includes the effect of scattering from cou-
pling of ¯̄dσ to the other nanostructure degrees of freedom,
as well as accounting for electronic interactions. Follow-
ing the same steps as before, Σ′σ(ω) can be mapped to a
single non-interacting auxiliary chain (Eq. 86) coupled at
one end to a single resonant level (Eq. 87), which is also
coupled to the physical source and drain leads. Schemat-
ically, the mapped system is identical to that depicted in
Fig. 10(b).

The non-PC case is more subtle, since the equivalent
non-interacting form of Gsd,σ(ω) for use in Eq. 16 must
be determined. In general this requires mapping the ef-
fective self-energies to two auxiliary chains, attached to
both frontier orbitals d̄sσ and d̄dσ. We leave this for fu-
ture investigation.

In summary, quantum transport for interacting sys-
tems can be understood in terms of the non-interacting
Landauer-Büttiker formula, in which the self-energy
plays the role of an additional fictitious lead, subject to a
zero-current constraint. This formulation provides a sim-
ple way of viewing the correction to quantum transport
due to interactions.

Furthermore, the auxiliary chain representation may
provide a route to simple approximations, given its conve-
nient structure and well-defined asymptotic form. For ex-
ample, at T = 0 in the metallic Kondo screened case,[93]

tn ∼
D

2

√
1− 2(−1)n

n+ d
, (92)

for large n, where D is the effective bandwidth and
d ∼ 1/Z is related to the quasiparticle weight Z. The
conductance formulae can be expressed in terms of the
auxiliary chain parameters.

An application of the auxiliary field method is given
for the TQD system in the next section.

IX. APPLICATIONS AND COMPARISON OF
TECHNIQUES

The goal of this section is to demonstrate the re-
sults of the previous sections by application to specific
multi-orbital strongly-correlated systems. Our chosen
test systems are the two-lead triangular triple quantum
dot (TQD) and the serial multilevel double quantum dot
(MLDQD).

A. Triple quantum dot

Here we consider the TQD modelH = Hleads+HTQD+
Hhyb, with Hleads given in Eq. 1 and,

HTQD =∑
j=1,2,3

(εj n̂j + Uj n̂j↑n̂j↓) +
∑
i 6=j

(
U ′ij n̂in̂j +

∑
σ

tijd
†
iσdjσ

)
,

(93)
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Figure 11. Illustration of the triple quantum dot devices stud-
ied. (a) PC coupling geometry; (b) non-PC geometry.

where n̂j =
∑
σ n̂jσ, and the inter-dot tunneling matrix

elements satisfy tij = t∗ji. We take for simplicity equiv-
alent dots with εj ≡ ε, Uj ≡ U , U ′ij ≡ U ′, and consider
the mirror symmetric case t12 = t13 ≡ t but t23 ≡ t′. We
consider two geometries for the TQD-lead hybridization,

HI
hyb =

∑
α=s,d

∑
σ

(
Vαd

†
1σcασ + H.c.

)
, (94a)

HII
hyb =

∑
σ

(
Vs d

†
2σcsσ + Vd d

†
3σcdσ + H.c.

)
. (94b)

For simplicity we also take Vs = Vd. Importantly, note
that HI

hyb in Eq. 94a (illustrated in Fig. 11a) satisfies the
PC geometry condition while HII

hyb in Eq. 94b (Fig. 11b)
is non-PC and therefore irreducibly 2-channel.

The behavior of TQD systems is notoriously rich, with
aspects of their complex physics having been uncovered
in both experiments (see e.g. Refs. 95–100) and theory
(see e.g. Refs. 101–111). Our purpose here is to ex-
amine the quantum transport properties in a systematic
and consistent fashion, applying and comparing the tech-
niques discussed above. We solve the underlying quan-
tum impurity problems using NRG.

1. Proportionate Coupling

First we consider the PC case, Eq. 94a (Fig. 11a) with
U ′ = 0. The behavior of the linear dc electrical conduc-
tance GC(T ) for this system was reported in Ref. 101. In
Fig. 12 we consider instead the dynamical conductance
GC(ω, T ), plotted vs ac driving frequency ω at differ-
ent temperatures T . The TQD in this geometry sup-
ports a quantum phase transition driven by geometric
frustration in the triangular arrangement of dots.[101]
The transition, tuned by the ratio t/t′, embodies the
competition between an antiferromagnetic-Kondo Fermi
liquid with a screened spin-singlet ground state, and a
ferromagnetic-Kondo singular Fermi liquid with a degen-
erate local moment ground state. [40] We show how this
plays out in the ac conductance in Fig. 12, which we
calculate via Eq. 39. As such, the conductance is con-
trolled by the equilibrium retarded Green’s function for
dot 1 (interacting, lead-coupled), since in this geometry
Gσ(ω, T ) = G11,σ(ω, T ) ≡ 〈〈d1σ; d†1σ〉〉. This is in turn
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Figure 12. AC conductance GC(ω, T ) as a function of driv-
ing frequency ω at different temperatures T as indicated in
the color scale, for the TQD model in the PC geometry
(see Fig. 11(a) and Eq. 94a). Results shown for the Kondo
screened phase t′ > t (left) and local moment phase t′ < t
(right). NRG results are obtained using the ac-generalized
MW formula, Eq. 39, within the effective single-channel
model. Model parameters: U = 0.4D, ε = −U/2, U ′ = 0,
Vs = Vd = 0.071D, t = 5 × 10−4D and t′ = 10−2D (left) or
t′ = 0 (right). NRG parameters: Λ = 2.5, MK = 3000.

obtained from the Dyson equation Eq. 10, with the TQD
self-energy matrix calculated in NRG via Eq. 31.

For t′ > t (left panel) we see a Kondo resonance,
with strongly enhanced ac conductance for |ω|, T � TK.
As the temperature is increased, the resonance is lost.
To understand this dynamical transport behavior in the
TQD, the screening mechanism[101] must be understood.
At temperatures T . U , the dots become essentially
singly-occupied (assuming t, t′ � U as here). On the
scale J ∼ t2/U � U , effective antiferromagnetic ex-
change interactions then bind the three spins of the TQD
into a combined doublet ground state,

|+;SzTQD = 1
2 〉 = 1√

2
[| ↑↑↓〉 − | ↑↓↑〉] , (95)

where the basis states |σ1, σ2, σ3〉 are labelled by the spins
on the three dots, and the other component of the dou-
blet with SzTQD = − 1

2 is obtained by replacing ↑↔↓.
This doublet then couples to the leads with an effec-
tive exchange interaction J+

eff ∼ +V 2/U , which gener-
ates spin-flip scattering of conduction electrons, and re-
sults in the Kondo effect below the Kondo temperature[8]
T+

K ∼ D exp(−1/ρ0J
+
eff). For the parameters used, we

have T+
K ≈ 10−5D, with D the conduction electron band-

width.
For T � T+

K the conduction electron scattering rate is
on the order of T+

K . Therefore, when a small dc bias volt-
age is applied, the enhanced electronic scattering boosts
the net current flowing from source to drain.[112, 113]
The conductance in this case can reach its maximum
value, GC = 2e2/h. In the ac case, conductance is still
strongly enhanced, provided that the electronic scatter-
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ing time is much shorter than the period of the volt-
age bias oscillations, or |ω| � T+

K . As the frequency in-
creases, the current does not have time to build up fully
before the bias voltage changes sign. At large frequencies,
the TQD sees an ‘averaged’ bias and the conductance is
low. The resonance condition is therefore |ω| ∼ T+

K when
T � T+

K . This is seen in the low-T limit (turquoise line)
in the left panel of Fig. 12, which is found to have asymp-
totic behavior in the Kondo-screened phase following,

GC(ω, 0)/G0 = 2− ā(ω/T+
K )2 : |ω| � T+

K (96a)

= b̄/ ln2(|ω|/T+
K ) : |ω| � T+

K (96b)

with ā, b̄ constants of order 1.
As the temperature is increased, the Kondo effect is

destroyed, the resonance condition is lost, and the low-
frequency ac conductance decreases. For T � T+

K , the
conductance is low, being the result of incoherent sequen-
tial tunneling only (it is not boosted by spin-flip scatter-
ing from the Kondo effect). This is seen in the left panel
of Fig. 12 by the sequence of lines from turquoise to pur-
ple on increasing temperature.

Upon tuning t′ from > t to < t, the isolated TQD
ground state changes, and this results in a quantum phase
transition in the lead-coupled system.[101] For t′ < t
(right panel, Fig. 12), the collective TQD doublet ground
state (in the singly-occupied limit) is,

|−;SzTQD = 1
2 〉 = 1√

6
[2| ↓↑↑〉 − | ↑↑↓〉 − | ↑↓↑〉] . (97)

This doublet state again forms on the scale of J ∼ t2/U ,
but its effective coupling to the leads is now ferromag-
netic, J−eff < 0. This results in the suppression of spin-flip
scattering on reducing the temperature[8] below T ∼ J ,
and hence a suppression of the conductance. In the dc
limit, we have GC(0, 0) = 0, embodying the emergent de-
coupling of the TQD from the leads. However, singular
Fermi liquid corrections to the local moment fixed point
at finite energy [114] lead to logarithmic corrections to
the low-frequency ac conductance [88],

GC(ω, 0)/G0 = ᾱ1/ ln2(ᾱ2|ω|/J) : |ω| � J (98)

At energies � J , the collective TQD doublet
|−;SzTQD〉 has not developed, and lead conduction elec-
tron scattering is dominated by the direct coupling be-
tween the leads and dot 1. In this regime the physics is
controlled by an effective single-impurity Kondo temper-
ature T 1

K ' T+
K . If J � T 1

K, then scattering is incoherent
and weak at energies � J . Correspondingly, the ac con-
ductance for |ω| � J is small. However, if J � T 1

K then
Kondo-enhanced scattering with a rate ∼ T 1

K controls
conductance at frequencies |ω| � J , following Eq. 96. In
particular, we expect in this regime Kondo resonant ac
conductance for |ω| ∼ T 1

K � J , but suppressed conduc-
tance for |ω| � J .

This is precisely what is observed in the right panel of
Fig. 12 at low-T (turquoise line), where we have chosen
J ∼ T 1

K. This gives rise to a non-monotonic behavior

as the temperature is increased, with the Kondo effect
suppressed at T � J by ferromagnetic correlations, ac-
tivated around T ∼ T 1

K due to incipient screening of dot
1, and then again suppressed thermally for T � T 1

K.
The dynamical ac conductance GC(ω, T ) therefore

contains much richer information on the scattering and
screening processes than the steady-state dc conductance
GC(T ).

In Fig. 13 we investigate the temperature-dependence
of dc thermoelectric properties in the same system. The
solid lines in the top panel for the dc electrical conduc-
tance GC(T ) are obtained by taking the ω → 0 limit
of the GC(ω, T ) shown in Fig. 12. In practice, the dc
limit is realized for |ω| � max(TK, T ) and the NRG
data are well-converged in this regime. This is formally
and numerically equivalent to using the MW formula
Eq. 28a. We again show the representative behavior in
each phase (blue line for t′ > t, red line for t′ < t).
The middle panel shows the corresponding curves for the
heat conductance KQ(T ), obtained from the MW for-
mula Eq. 28b, with transmission function Eq. 27b, and t-
matrix tee,σ(ω, T ) = −Γ ImG11,σ(ω, T ). The lower panel
shows the Lorenz ratio L = κ/TGC in units of the limit-
ing WF value,[16] L0 = π2k2

B/3e
2.

We consider first the behavior in the Kondo-screened
phase for t′ > t (blue lines). At low temperatures
T � T+

K , the physics of the TQD is typical of a Fermi
liquid,[17] with quadratic corrections to the strong cou-
pling fixed point. Here we find,

GC(T )/G0 = 2− a(T/T+
K )2 (99a)

KQ(T )/TK0 =
2π2

3
− b(T/T+

K )2 (99b)

L(T )/L0 = 1− c(T/T+
K )2 (99c)

where a, b, c are constants of order 1 depending on the
specific definition of T+

K used. Fitting to the NRG
data yields b/a ≈ 9, while c = 3b/2π2 − a/2. At
the lowest temperatures, the TQD behaves like a renor-
malized non-interacting system with Gc ∼ e2/h and
KQ ∼ kBT/h while L → L0. Note that the geometric
factor 4ΓsΓd/(Γs + Γd)

2 in Eq. 29 describing the relative
coupling strength of the TQD to source and drain leads
drops out here for Vs = Vd. In general for Vs 6= Vd, both
GC and KQ are multiplied by this overall constant (inde-
pendent of temperature), such that the Lorenz ratio L is
always unaffected by the coupling geometry in PC. This
is not necessarily the case for non-PC systems.

At higher temperatures T � T+
K in the Kondo phase,

spin-flip scattering of conduction electrons from the TQD
show up in thermoelectric properties as,

GC(T )/G0 =
α1

ln2(α2T/T
+
K )

(100a)

KQ(T )/TK0 =
γ1

ln2(γ2T/T
+
K )

(100b)

L(T )/L0 = 1− ξ

ln(γ2T/T
+
K )

(100c)
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Figure 13. DC electrical conductance GC(T ) (top), heat con-
ductance KQ(T ) (middle), and Lorenz ratio L(T ) (bottom)
as a function of temperature, for the same TQD system as in
Fig. 12. NRG results obtained using the MW formulae Eq. 28
(solid lines) for both the Kondo screened phase (t′ > t, blue)
and the unscreened local moment phase (t′ < t, red). Dashed
lines show the result of the effective single-impurity, single-
channel Kondo model, with effective exchange coupling Jeff

obtained from model machine learning methods, Eq. 102.

where we find γ1/α1 = π2/3 and γ2/α2 ≈ 1.7. It then
follows that ξ = ln(γ2/α2) > 0.

The numerical results in Fig. 13 show the full crossover
behavior. Note also that although GC(ω, 0) and
GC(0, T ) ≡ GC(T ) appear similar, the details of their
functional forms are different. The Lorenz ratio L is

found to approach the WF value L0 from below for
both T � T+

K and T � T+
K in the Kondo phase, al-

though in the latter case the limit is saturated loga-
rithmically slowly. At intermediate temperatures, espe-
cially T ∼ T+

K , we see strong violations of the WF law,
driven by electronic scattering from interactions.[110]
This phenomenology is also known experimentally in
single-electron transistors.[20] Such violations are in gen-
eral expected for interacting nanostructures. Note how-
ever that at intermediate temperatures, L 6= L0 does
not imply non-Fermi liquid physics: the WF law strictly
applies[16] only in the limit T → 0, where most conven-
tional systems exhibit Fermi liquid behavior and satisfy
the WF law.

Turning now to the ferromagnetic local moment phase
realized in the TQD for t′ < t (red lines in Fig. 13), singu-
lar Fermi liquid corrections appear in the thermoelectric
properties at low temperatures T � J ,

GC(T )/G0 =
α′1

ln2(α′2T/J)
(101a)

KQ(T )/TK0 =
γ′1

ln2(γ′2T/J)
(101b)

L(T )/L0 = 1− ξ

ln(γ′2T/J)
(101c)

where the ratios γ′1/α′1 = π2/3 and γ′2/α′2 ≈ 1.7 as well
as ξ = ln(γ′2/α

′
2) are the same as for Eq. 100. In this lo-

cal moment phase, the electrical and heat conductances
are suppressed relative to the Kondo phase; in particular
for T → 0 we have GC → 0, and KQ/T → 0 corre-
sponding to a transmission node. However, their ratio
remains finite and L → L0 as T → 0. The fact that the
effective ferromagnetic Kondo effect in the TQD asymp-
totically satisfies the WF law is a signature of its low-
energy singular Fermi liquid correlations. By contrast,
conventional transmission nodes typically yield strongly
enhanced Lorenz ratios.[21]

For T � J the incipient Kondo screening of dot 1 re-
sults in behavior described by Eq. 100. The crossover
between Eqs. 100c and 101c upon lowering the tempera-
ture from T � J ∼ T+

K to T � J is therefore predicted
to give a sign-change in L(T )−L0, and this fingerprint of
the ferromagnetic Kondo effect is observed in the lower
panel of Fig. 13.

The above results support the perturbative
prediction[101] that the physics of the half-filled
TQD in the PC coupling geometry is always described
by an effective single-channel, single spin- 1

2 Kondo
model (Eq. 61) at the lowest temperatures. This is to
be expected from RG theory, since the Kondo model is
the minimal effective model, comprising only the most
RG-relevant terms.[8] The resulting universality implies
that the low-energy behavior of dynamic observables in
the TQD is the same as that of the Kondo model when
rescaled.

Since the observables of interest here are the thermo-
electric transport coefficients, we expect that GC(T ) and
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KQ(T ) calculated via Eqs. 27b, 29 for the effective Kondo
model will precisely match those of the full TQD at low
temperatures. This is because the electrical and heat
conductances are controlled by the spectrum of the scat-
tering t-matrix tee,σ(ω, T ), which should agree in bare
and effective models at low temperatures and energies –
even though the single-channel Kondo model itself has
no such capacity for quantum transport measurements.
This illustrates a broader point that low-energy effective
models with greatly reduced complexity can still be used
to obtain the correct transport properties at low temper-
atures – provided the effective model parameters have
been accurately determined.

However, the perturbative prediction of the coupling
constant J±eff via Eq. 51 is naturally approximate, and is
in fact rather inaccurate for U < D (this is seen already
in the Schrieffer-Wolff mapping of the AIM to the Kondo
model[115]).

A better estimation of J±eff can be obtained by tech-
niques borrowed from machine learning,[79] where the
‘distance’ between the bare TQD model and the low-
energy effective Kondo model is encoded in a loss func-
tion, which is then minimized by gradient descent. Since
our target observables are determined by the t-matrix
tee,σ(ω, T ), we define a loss function based on the sym-
metrized Kullback-Leibler divergence,[116, 117]

L(Jeff) = D̃KL(tTQD
ee,σ ‖tKee,σ) + D̃KL(tKee,σ‖tTQD

ee,σ ) ,

(102a)

D̃KL(P‖Q) =

∫ ΛU

ΛL

dω
P (ω)

ω
ln

(
P (ω)

Q(ω)

)
, (102b)

where the roles of un-normalized distributions P (ω) and
Q(ω) in Eq. 102b are here played by the zero-temperature
energy-resolved electronic scattering amplitudes in the
bare TQD model and the effective Kondo model, given
by tee,σ(ω, 0). The Kullback-Leibler divergence therefore
compares the t-matrices of the TQD and Kondo models
over the desired energy range ΛL ≤ ω ≤ ΛU . The loss
function L(Jeff) is minimized by tuning the coupling in
the Kondo model. The best-fit effective model is obtained
for ∂JeffL(Jeff) = 0 by gradient descent. We implemented
a simple numerical finite-difference approximation to the
gradient of L(Jeff) for the optimization procedure, since
finding the derivative of dynamical correlation functions
is in general a hard problem; but we note that the exact
gradient can in principle be calculated using the recently-
developed ‘differentiable NRG’ technique.[70]

Using the above systematic approach, we extracted
the numerically-exact effective Kondo couplings Jeff for
the TQD systems considered in Fig. 13. For the Kondo
screened case t′ > t, the effective model pertains for all
T � U , and so we chose an upper cutoff for the fitting
ΛU = 0.1×U . To capture the Kondo resonance we choose
a low-energy cutoff ΛL = 10−10D � T+

K . The model
machine learning technique yielded J+

eff = 0.1624D. This
should be compared with the perturbative result[101] for

these bare parameters, J+
eff = 0.2D (but recall the ex-

ponential sensitivity of the Kondo temperature on Jeff).
The t-matrix of the resulting single-channel Kondo model
is then used to compute the full temperature-dependence
of the conductances GC(T ) and KQ(T ). These are plot-
ted as the blue dashed lines in Fig. 13, and are seen to
agree perfectly over the full range of applicability for the
effective model, T � U .

More interesting is the behavior in the local moment
phase obtained in the TQD for t′ < t. The perturbative
prediction[101] J−eff ' −0.07D fails to capture the first-
stage renormalization from the incipient screening of dot
1 at temperatures T � J , and does not yield even qual-
itatively correct results for the low-T physics. Using the
model machine learning approach however, we find a sur-
prisingly strong ferromagnetic coupling J−eff = −19.826D.
Since the effective Kondo model is here valid only for
T � J we set the upper cutoff to ΛU = 10−6D (while
ΛL = 10−10D again). The t-matrix for the optimized
effective model was used to calculate GC(T ) and KQ(T )
– see red dashed lines in Fig. 13. As expected, it agrees
quantitatively with the exact results for the TQD in the
low-temperature regime T � J .

Ultimately, the quantum phase transition in the TQD
on tuning t′/t can be traced to the quantum phase
transition in the effective Kondo model on changing
the sign of the coupling Jeff . Specifically, we have
antiferromagnetic coupling J+

eff > 0 for t′ > t and
ferromagnetic coupling J−eff < 0 for t′ < t. However, to
obtain quantitatively accurate results from the effective
model requires a more sophisticated non-perturbative
estimation of the effective parameters, such as the
method described above.

We consider now transport through the TQD in the
presence of a finite local magnetic field B. To do this we
add a term to the TQD Hamiltonian Hfield = −B∑j Ŝ

z
j .

The t-matrix controlling quantum transport in this cou-
pling geometry becomes spin-dependent tee,↑(ω, T ) 6=
tee,↓(ω, T ), and therefore the current for up and down
spin electrons is unequal. Within the MW formalism,
the total (spin-summed) linear conductances follows from
Eqs. 27, 29.

Focusing on the T = 0 dc linear electrical conduc-
tance GC(0) as a function of magnetic field strength B
in Fig. 14, we again compare the behavior in the Kondo
phase (t′ > t, blue line) and the local moment phase
(t′ < t, red line). For B = 0, we see from Fig. 13 that
GC(0) = 0 for t′ < t but GC(0) ' 2e2/h for t′ > t
(deviations from the ideal unitarity limit for a single-
electron transistor arise if particle-hole symmetry is bro-
ken). For t′ > t, the degenerate TQD doublet ground
state |+;SzTQD = ± 1

2 〉 at B = 0 gets split at finite B.
The Kondo effect is still operative, providing the Zee-
man splitting ∼ |B| is much less than the Kondo bind-
ing energy T+

K . However, the Kondo effect is completely
destroyed[8] and the low-T conductance collapses[112]
for B � T+

K , since then the unique TQD ground state
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Figure 14. DC electrical conductance GC(0, 0) at T = 0 for
the TQD model in PC geometry, as a function of applied
magnetic field B. Blue line for Kondo screened phase t′ > t,
red line for local moment phase t′ < t. Inset shows magnified
view around the field-induced ground-state transition in the
isolated TQD, which results in a level-crossing QPT in the
lead-coupled system for t′ > t but re-entrant Kondo for t′ < t.
Model parameters: U = 0.4D, U ′ = 0, ε = −U/2, Vs = Vd =
0.1D and (t, t′) = (0.094, 0.04) and (0.08, 0.1) for red and blue
lines, respectively. NRG parameters: Λ = 2.5, MK = 2000.

|+; + 1
2 〉 is singled out and spin-flip excitations involv-

ing |+;− 1
2 〉 become suppressed. The blue line in Fig. 14

shows the expected[109, 118] rapid decrease in the con-
ductance as B increases.

As B increases further to B ∼ J , the ground state of
the isolated TQD with t′ > t changes from |+; + 1

2 〉 to
the extremal weight state of the spin-quartet | ↑↑↑〉. Ex-
actly at the transition B = B∗, the |+; + 1

2 〉 and | ↑↑↑〉
TQD states are precisely degenerate. However, they can-
not be interconverted by tunneling to the leads because
they have different parity under the mirror symmetry
operation[101] that swaps the labels on dots 2 and 3
(|+;SzTQD〉 is symmetric while | ↑↑↑〉 is antisymmetric).
This means that 〈↑↑↑ |Ŝ+

1 |+; + 1
2 〉 = 0, as can be seen

directly from the form of Eq. 95 (although the symme-
try argument holds to all orders and does not require
the half-filled limit approximation). As a consequence,
there can be no field-induced Kondo effect[76, 119–123]
in the TQD system for t′ > t, and we see a first-order
(level-crossing) quantum phase transition in the full lead-
coupled system, with a change in many-body ground
states at the critical field strength B∗. This shows up
in the T = 0 conductance as a small discontinuity – see
inset, Fig. 14 (blue line).

The t′ < t phase is more interesting because, although
no Kondo effect occurs at B = 0, we now have the pos-
sibility of a field-induced Kondo effect at B = B∗. This
is because the ground state of the isolated TQD at fi-
nite B crosses over from |−;SzTQD = + 1

2 〉 to | ↑↑↑〉 as
a function of B for t′ < t, and both states have the
same parity (they are both antisymmetric under 2 ↔ 3
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Figure 15. Mapping of the TQD self-energy in PC geometry
to an auxiliary non-interacting chain Eq. 86, with effective
tunneling matrix elements δtn = tn−t∞ plotted against chain
site number n close to the physical TQD (left) and far from
it (right). Inset shows the input self-energy. Blue or red
symbols or lines for Kondo screened or local moment phases,
respectively. Parameters same as Fig. 12.

exchange). At B∗, the two states are degenerate and
can therefore be interconverted by coupling to the leads.
The matrix element 〈↑↑↑ |Ŝ+

1 |−; + 1
2 〉 6= 0, as can be seen

from Eq. 97, and therefore an effective Kondo model of
the form Eq. 61 arises at B = B∗, where the two compo-
nents of the effective impurity spin- 1

2 are played here by
the degenerate TQD states |−; + 1

2 〉 and | ↑↑↑〉, similar
to the finite-field singlet-triplet Kondo effect in quantum
dots.[76, 119] This novel prediction for a field-induced
Kondo effect involving the crossing of spin doublet and
spin quartet states in the TQD is borne out by the NRG
results shown as the red lines in Fig. 14, where a dramatic
conductance enhancement arises for t′ < t at B ∼ J .
There is no quantum phase transition as a function of B
for t′ < t.

The TQD therefore hosts Kondo-boosted conductance
at B = 0 for t′ > t, but at B ∼ J for t′ < t. This
provides sensitive control over the current through the
TQD, with a high on-off ratio, by tuning magnetic fields.

Finally, we turn to the auxiliary field representation
of the interacting TQD in Fig. 15. As discussed above,
transport in the PC coupling geometry is controlled
by the Green’s function of dot 1, Gσ(ω) = G11,σ(ω).
From Eq. 91 we extract the effective single-impurity self-
energy Σ′σ(ω), which incorporates both the effect of dots
2 and 3 as well as the electronic interactions. Defin-
ing the dynamical part Σ̃′σ(ω) = Σ′σ(ω) − ReΣ′σ(0), we
map this to an effective non-interacting auxiliary chain
Eq. 86 by setting Σ̃′σ(ω) → ∆aux

σ (ω), as described in
Sec. VIII. For simplicity we consider the case B = 0
where Σ̃′σ(ω) ≡ Σ̃′(ω), and hence ∆aux

σ (ω) ≡ ∆aux(ω),
and half-filling. For the same TQD model parameters as
in Fig. 13, we extract the effective self-energy at T = 0,
perform the auxiliary chain mapping, and plot the chain
hopping parameters δtn = tn− t∞ as a function of chain
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position n in Fig. 15. As before, blue lines/points corre-
spond to the Kondo phase t′ > t while red lines/points
are for the local moment phase t′ < t. Inset shows the
behavior of the self-energy Σ̃′(ω) from which the δtn are
extracted in each case.

The overall behavior of the δtn is rather regular; the
early part of the chain (small n) roughly corresponds to
high-energy features in Σ̃′(ω), while low-energy informa-
tion is encoded at large n. In particular, since the self-
energy for both t′ > t and t′ < t is essentially equiv-
alent down to |ω| ∼ J (see inset), the resulting δtn at
small n are essentially identical for both phases – see
left panel of Fig. 15. On the other hand, the low-energy
|ω| → 0 form of the self-energy is very different in the two
phases, with −ImΣ̃′(ω) ∼ ω2 characteristic of the Fermi
liquid correlations in the t′ > t Kondo phase,[8] but with
−ImΣ̃′(ω) ∼ ln2(|ω|/J) in the t′ < t local moment phase,
resulting from singular Fermi liquid corrections.[114] The
large n behavior of δtn in the right panel of Fig. 15 is
therefore different in the two phases. In the Kondo phase
we have asymptotic behavior δtn ∼ (−1)n/n, satisfying
Eq. 92 as expected, while in the local moment phase, we
see a crossover in the envelope function of δtn at n ∼ 105

(red points), corresponding to the minimum in −ImΣ̃′(ω)
on the scale of |ω/D| ∼ 10−5 (red line, inset). The
asymptotic behavior is found to be δtn ∼ (−1)n/ ln2(n).

In the auxiliary field representation of the TQD,
the system is completely non-interacting, and transport
properties can be determined using the LB formula,
Eq. 90. In general, one must of course determine the
auxiliary chain parameters before applying the LB for-
mula. We obtained them numerically exactly here from
a knowledge of the self-energy to demonstrate the pro-
cedure; but the rather simple form of the coefficients tn
might also justify the use of simple approximations to
capture the essence of interaction effects on transport in
a heuristic way.

2. Non-Proportionate Coupling

We now turn to the more complex case in which leads
are attached to dots 2 and 3 (see Fig. 11b and Eq. 94b).
Since the coupling geometry does not satisfy the PC con-
dition, the MW formulation involving only retarded TQD
Green’s functions used in the previous section cannot be
applied here. Instead, we obtain the linear electrical con-
ductance by NRG from the Kubo formula Eq. 36, using
the ‘improved’ version of the current-current correlator,
Eq. 44.

In Fig. 16 we consider GC(T ) for the TQD at half-
filling with typical parameters, comparing the result of
the improved Kubo formula (blue line, Eqs. 36, 37, 44)
with approximations involving only retarded equilibrium
single-particle Green’s functions. The dc conductance
shows a strong Kondo enhancement at low-temperatures
T � TK ∼ 10−5D, signifying the involvement of collec-
tive TQD spin states in series transport.
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Figure 16. Serial dc electrical conductance GC(T ) through
the TQD in non-PC coupling geometry (see Fig. 11(b) and
Eq. 94b), comparing the numerically-exact improved Kubo
formula (Eqs. 36, 37, 44, blue line) with common approxi-
mations based on Green’s functions: Ng ansatz (Eqs. 28a,
34, green line), Landauer (Eqs. 17a, 18 but with interacting
Green’s functions, orange line), and Oguri renormalized Lan-
dauer (Eq. 22, red dashed). Model parameters: U = 0.4D,
U ′ = 0, ε = −U/2, Vs = Vd = 0.12D, t = 0.02D, t′ = 0.005D.
NRG parameters: Λ = 3, MK = 10000.

The red dashed line is the Oguri result Eq. 22, for the
asymptotic T → 0 dc conductance GC(0). The agree-
ment with the result from the Kubo formula for T � TK

is as expected for a system with a Fermi liquid ground
state. The green line is obtained using the Ng Ansatz,
in which the approximate transmission function Eq. 34
is employed in Eq. 28a. It reduces to the Oguri result,
as expected, for T � TK, and captures the qualitative
features of the true result, but significant deviations are
observed for T ∼ TK. Ironically, simply using the inter-
acting retarded Green’s functions in the non-interacting
Landauer formula, Eq. 17a (orange line) does a better
job.

For linear response electrical transport in non-PC
geometries, we conclude that the improved Kubo formula
is the method-of-choice. Within NRG, the accuracy of
the method was validated in Fig. 2; it is in fact also
simpler and less computationally expensive than the
standard approximate alternatives.

In the lower panel of Fig. 17 we consider the series dc
electrical conductance through the TQD as a function
of gate voltage δVG = ε− ε0, defined such that δVG = 0
corresponds to half-filling. The conductance GC is calcu-
lated using NRG via the improved Kubo formula at dif-
ferent temperatures, corresponding to the different gate
voltage trace lines. We use this to test the analytic pre-
dictions of Secs. VI and VII, which are shown as the
points in Fig. 17.

Before discussing transport, we comment on the under-
lying Kondo physics of this system.[104, 124] The num-
ber of electrons on the isolated TQD is conserved and
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Figure 17. Gate-controlled TQD in the non-PC coupling
geometry. Top panel: TQD occupancy 〈N̂TQD〉 in the full
lead-coupled, interacting system, showing Coulomb block-
ade staircase. Middle panel: Low-energy Fermi liquid scale
TFL, defined as the temperature below which TQD degrees
of freedom are quenched (in practice via the TQD entropy
STQD(TFL) = 0.1). Bottom panel: dc series electrical conduc-
tance, obtained from NRG using the improved Kubo formula,
Eqs. 36, 37, 44 (lines) at different temperatures given in the
legend. Symbols show the T = 0 effective model predictions:
S = 1/2 CB regime (cross points via Eq. 71), S = 0 CB regime
(circle point via Eq. 54), singlet-doublet MV crossover (square
points via Eq. 80). Vertical dashed lines show MV transi-
tions in the isolated TQD for reference. Model parameters:
U = 3D, U ′ = D, t = 0.3D, t′ = 0.1D and Vs = Vd = 0.3D.
Gate voltage defined such that δVG = 0 is at half-filling. NRG
parameters: Λ = 3, MK = 6000.

takes integer values. We define 〈N̂TQD〉 in terms of the
TQD number operator N̂TQD =

∑
j,σ d

†
jσdjσ. With fi-

nite interdot repulsion U ′ > 0, the half-filled NTQD = 3

electron sector is well-separated in gate voltage from the
NTQD = 2, 4 sectors. The transitions between these fill-
ing sectors are marked as the vertical grey dashed lines in
Fig. 17, and correspond to the charge-degeneracy points
in the isolated TQD (for the parameters used, they arise
at δVG/D ≈ ±1.2). Analysis of the TQD shows that for
NTQD = 3 we have a spin-doublet ground state (effective
impurity S = 1

2 ), while forNTQD = 2 we have an effective
S = 1 spin-triplet ground state, and for NTQD = 4 the
ground state is an effective S = 0 spin-singlet. This re-
sults in a rich range of gate-tunable many-body physics
on attaching the leads. In the top panel of Fig. 17 we
see how the sharp Coulomb blockade (CB) steps are now
smoothed into a continuous evolution of 〈N̂TQD〉. How-
ever, one can still identify clear CB regimes and mixed-
valence (MV) crossovers. In particular, we have defined
〈N̂TQD〉 = 3 at δVG = 0, while, for the parameters used,
the center of the triplet and singlet CB regimes with
〈N̂TQD〉 = 2, 4 occur at δVG/D ≈ ±2.

Deep in the spin-doublet CB regime, one can derive
an effective S = 1

2 two-channel Kondo model of the type
given in Eq. 56. Note that in standard situations, the
cross terms Jsd andWsd are finite; these are the processes
in the effective model responsible for mediating a source-
drain current. We consider explicitly the sd symmetric
case with Vs = Vd, and so Jss = Jdd ≡ J and Wss =
Wdd ≡ W . Deviations from 〈N̂TQD〉 = 3 at finite δVG
lead to finite potential scattering terms Wss and Wdd.

From the results of Sec. VIB 2, we expect an effective
spin- 1

2 single-channel Kondo effect on the lowest energy
scales, forming with the even lead combination. The re-
sulting Kondo temperature TK in this regime is shown
in the middle panel of Fig. 17, and exhibits the typi-
cal behavior of Eq. 70. At T = 0 we therefore expect
Kondo-boosted conductance. This is shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 17 as the blue line, where the conductance
is seen to reach up to GC(0) ' 2e2/h at the particle-
hole symmetric point δVG = 0. In fact, the conductance
remains close to this maximum value throughout most
of the doublet regime, despite significant deviations in
〈N̂TQD〉 away from half-filling. The T = 0 conductance
only begins to attenuate when close to the mixed-valence
points.

This behavior can be understood from the effective
low-energy model. With the chosen bare TQD param-
eters U = 3D, U ′ = D and Vs = Vd = U/10, the pertur-
bative estimation of the effective model parameters via
Eq. 51 is quite accurate. The low-T conductance can
then be estimated from Eq. 71. For strong interactions,
we find that the effective potential scattering parameters
Wee and Woo remain small until close to the MV points
(where the applicability of Eq. 56 and hence Eq. 71 breaks
down anyway). The numerical values of GC(0) predicted
in the doublet CB regime are shown in the lower panel
of Fig. 17 as the cross points, and agree rather well with
the full NRG calculations.

The red lines in Fig. 17 show NRG results for the
conductance at higher temperatures. Since the con-
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ductance remains Kondo-enhanced for T � TK but is
strongly reduced as the Kondo effect is destroyed for
T � TK, we expect a non-trivial behaviour of GC(T )
at a fixed T on changing the gate voltage δVG, because
TK itself depends on δVG. We plot the conductance at
T/D = 10−5, 10−4, 10−3 in the lower panel (these same
temperatures are marked as the horizontal lines in the
middle panel). As expected, we see reduced conductance
as the ratio T/TK increases.

Deep in the CB spin-singlet regime around δVG/D =
−2, the low-energy effective model is described by Eq. 52,
with conductance controlled simply by the effective co-
tunneling amplitude Wsd via Eq. 54. There is no low-
energy scale in this regime; the effective model is valid
for all T � U (we denote the scale where the spin singlet
ground state forms as TK, but this should be understood
as a Fermi liquid scale rather than a Kondo scale per se).
The perturbative estimation of Wsd and hence GC(0) is
shown as the circle point in the lower panel of Fig. 17
and agrees well with NRG calculations in this regime.
As anticipated, the conductance is small since electrons
must tunnel through the interacting TQD unaided by the
Kondo effect.

In the CB spin-triplet regime, both even and odd con-
duction electron channels are involved in screening the
collective TQD spin states (see Sec. VIC). The delicate
interplay between the effective couplings Jee and Joo (and
hence the Kondo scales T eK and T oK) produces more com-
plex behavior in the conductance. The Fermi liquid scale
TFL corresponds here to the temperature below which the
TQD spin is exactly screened, TFL ≡ min(T eK, T

o
K) = T oK.

From NRG we see a Kondo peak reaching up to the max-
imum GC = 2e2/h at around δVG ≈ 1.7 (that is, away
from the center of the CB window at δVG ' 2 where
〈N̂TQD〉 = 2). This can be viewed as a many-body quan-
tum interference effect resulting from different conduc-
tance pathways around the TQD ring.[83, 125] The in-
sensitivity of the conductance in this regime to the ra-
tio T/TK implies a two-stage screening with T eK � T oK.
The first-stage partial screening arises at relatively high
temperatures T eK > T and is chiefly responsible for the
enhanced conductance.

We now consider the MV crossovers between the above
regimes, where the TQD charge is strongly fluctuating
and the CB approximation breaks down. For δVg/D ≈
−1.2 the isolated TQD has degenerate ground states with
NTQD = 3 and 4 electrons, corresponding to a singlet-
doublet MV transition. This is smoothed into a crossover
on attaching the leads and the TQD occupancy varies
smoothly as a function of gate; the many-body ground
states in the Kondo-screened doublet CB regime and the
CB singlet regime are continuously connected. In the
vicinity of the singlet-doublet MV point we use the effec-
tive model Eq. 80, calculating the effective parameters
Γ̃ and ε from the isolated TQD eigenstates and energies.
Since this effective model is in PC, the transmission func-
tion within the MW formalism then follows from t-matrix
as plotted in Fig. 8. The low-T conductance obtained

using this approximation are shown as the solid square
points in Fig. 17, and capture the behaviour of the exact
T = 0 result (blue line).

At δVg/D = +1.2 the system is at the MV point be-
tween the NTQD = 3 doublet and the NTQD = 2 triplet.
An effective model describing the coupling of these 5
TQD states to the leads to first order in the hybridization
was derived in Eq. 84. However, diagonalization of the
isolated TQD shows multiple low-lying excited states in
this regime. The analysis of Sec. VIIC requires that the
retained 5-fold-degenerate ground state TQD manifold
be well-separated from excited states, and hence breaks
down in this case. In addition, the coupling to the odd
conduction channel is not captured by first-order per-
turbation theory, but 2-stage Kondo screening involving
both even and odd channels is observed in NRG calcu-
lations for the full lead-coupled system. This becomes
important when T . T oK. Predictions of the conductance
using Eq. 84 in this regime (not shown) considerably un-
derestimate the exact results. This demonstrates that
care must be taken when using results of the effective
models to check that the conditions used to derive them
are satisfied for a given system. Of course, in such cases
the effective models could be generalized to include more
TQD states and/or go beyond first-order perturbation
theory.

B. Serial multilevel double quantum dot

In this section we consider the serial MLDQD model
illustrated in Fig. 18(a), consisting of two equivalent
multilevel dots, tunnel-coupled together and each cou-
pled to its own lead. The Hamiltonian reads H =
Hleads + HDQD + Hhyb, where Hleads is given in Eq. 1
as usual, and,

HDQD =
∑

α=L,R

 M∑
j=1

∑
σ=↑,↓

εj n̂αjσ + UN̂2
α

+ U ′N̂LN̂R

+
∑
j,k,σ

t

M

(
d†LjσdRkσ + H.c.

)
+
∑
α

VgαN̂α ,

Hhyb =
∑
α,j,σ

V αj√
M

(
d†αjσcασ + H.c.

)
,

(103)

where M is the number of levels per dot and d†αjσ (dαjσ)
is the creation (annihilation) operator for level j =
1, 2, ...,M of dot α = L,R with spin σ =↑, ↓. We define
number operators n̂αjσ = d†αjσdαjσ and N̂α =

∑
j,σ n̂αjσ.

In this work we use M = 3, and a constant level spacing
δε = εj+1 − εj with ε2 = 0, set U ′ = U/2 and V αj ≡ V ,
and define δVgα = V 0

g + Vgα such that δVgL = δVgR = 0
is at half-filling.

The charge stability diagram of the isolated DQD as
a function of δVgL and δVgR for representative param-
eters is shown in Fig. 18(b). The charge configurations
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Figure 18. (a) Schematic illustration of the two-lead serial MLDQD model. (b) Charge stability diagram of the isolated DQD
as a function of gate voltages δVgL and δVgR. Charge configurations (δNL, δNR) correspond to the left and right dot charges,
relative to half-filling. (c) NRG calculations of the series dc linear conductance through the MLDQD withM = 3 levels per dot,
as a function of gate voltages δVgL and δVgR, obtained using the improved Kubo formula at finite temperature T/D = 10−3.
Model parameters: δε = 0.2D, U = 0.2D, V = 0.2D, t = 0.1D. NRG parameters: Λ = 5, MK = 4096. We exploit left/right
symmetry and a particle-hole transformation to relate the quadrant |δVgR| ≤ δVgL ≥ 0 to the other three quadrants. The
periodic structure within the calculated quadrant is a result of the multi-level nature of the dots (not enforced symmetrization).

(δNL, δNR) correspond to the left and right dot charges,
relative to half-filling, which for M = 3 means 3 elec-
trons per dot. Lines denote degeneracies between two
isolated DQD charge configurations; filled circles cor-
respond to the triple points. The deformed hexagonal
structure of the diagram is a ubiquitous feature of ex-
perimental double dot systems with both local interac-
tions U on each dot, and capacitive interactions U ′ be-
tween dots.[48, 126, 127] Since typically U ′ < U , not all
hexagons are equivalent, and pronounced even-odd (par-
ity) effects are observed. For DQDs described by Eq. 103
with many levelsM , configurations (n,m) are equivalent
to (n + 2x,m + 2y) with integer x and y. For finite M
the periodic structure is truncated.

When the leads are attached, Kondo effects can arise
at low temperatures – provided either one or both of
the dots host a net spin- 1

2 local moment. The left dot
may therefore participate in a Kondo effect when it is
in the CB regime with an odd number of electrons (that
is, deep inside a CB hexagon (NL, NR) with odd NL,
independent of NR). Similarly Kondo effects with the
right dot require odd NR. However, the inter-dot cou-
pling competes with these individual dot-lead Kondo ef-
fects when both dots host local moments.[128] There-
fore the Kondo effects arising in sectors (NL, NR), with
NL and NR both odd, are only partially developed (note
that realistic Anderson-type models of double quantum
dots do not support a quantum phase transition between
Kondo and RKKY phases,[129] as would be predicted

from the oversimplified two-impurity Kondo model[130]).
Strong DQD charge fluctuations arise in the vicinity of
the lines separating two hexagons (MV lines). The lines
connecting configurations (NL+1, NR) and (NL, NR+1)
are particularly important: such configurations are sepa-
rated in gate-voltage space from other configurations by
the finite inter-dot capacitance, and are interconverted
by the inter-dot tunneling. Including dot-lead coupling,
this can produce an orbital Kondo effect, which has an
emergent SU(4) symmetry in the limit of strong capaci-
tive interactions.[48, 131, 132]

In terms of electronic transport through the device,
we expect the highest series conductance at the triple
points between three charge configurations [filled circles
in Fig. 18(b)], since here an electron can pass between
leads by traversing the DQD without leaving the ground
state charge configurations. Conductance at the triple
points can reach up to GC = 2e2/h, even in the inco-
herent (sequential tunneling) regime. Enhanced conduc-
tance is also expected in CB regimes when both dots host
a net spin- 1

2 local moment, since enhanced dot-lead scat-
tering processes due to the Kondo effect generated by
finite V αj become correlated by the interdot coupling t.
However, the finite interdot coupling necessary for a se-
ries current to flow favours interdot singlet formation and
therefore weakens the dot-lead Kondo effects as discussed
above (the phase shift of the leads must be less than π/2
for |t| > 0). Thus the series conductance in this regime
must be less than the maximum for a single electron tran-
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sistor, Gc < 2e2/h. By contrast, in the CB regimes inside
hexagons where one or both dots host an even number
of electrons and therefore have a net spin S = 0, the
Kondo effect is inoperative and conductance is strongly
suppressed by the CB effect, GC ∼ 0. Finally, we distin-
guish between MV lines where spin or orbital Kondo ef-
fects can occur [black lines in Fig. 18(b)], and those where
DQD charge fluctuations are not accompanied by Kondo
[blue lines in Fig. 18(b)]. Conductance is expected to be
enhanced when electronic scattering is Kondo-boosted.
Conductance at triple points at the intersection of three
such lines (black circles) will be high relative to triple
points with only one such Kondo-boosted MV line (red
circles).

In Fig. 18(c) we present full NRG results for the series
dc linear conductance through the device at finite tem-
perature, as a function of the dot gate voltages δVgL and
δVgR. Conductance maps of this type are commonly ob-
tained from experimental transport measurements;[133]
our aim here is to simulate such results. NRG calcula-
tions for the irreducible two-channel MLDQD model uti-
lize the improved Kubo formula (Eqs. 36 and 44), which
yields highly accurate transport properties at relatively
low computational cost. This is important, because to
generate a high-resolution conductance map as a func-
tion of gate voltages requires many NRG runs (in the
case of Fig. 18(c), 2601 separate runs were performed).
We verified that conductance results were fully converged
at temperature T = 10−3D with the NRG parameters
used (Λ = 5 and MK = 4096), which required about 30
minutes of computing time per NRG run on a standard
desktop machine. To achieve similar quality results using
other methods would be significantly more costly. Note
that an equivalent single-channel formulation is not pos-
sible for such a model, and the standard PC form of the
MW formula is inapplicable in non-PC coupling geome-
tries. The Kubo formula is therefore required to make
contact with experimental results, which are naturally at
finite temperature.

The quantitative numerical results shown in Fig. 18(c)
confirm the qualitative physical picture discussed above
in relation to the charge stability diagram, Fig. 18(b). In
particular, we see maximal conductance GC ∼ 2e2/h at
triple points which lie at the intersection between three
Kondo-boosted MV lines. Conductance is also relatively
enhanced in CB hexagons where both dots host a net
spin- 1

2 , although the competition between interdot sin-
glet and Kondo singlet formation reduces the series con-
ductance to ∼ 0.4e2/h. CB hexagons where one or both
dots are S = 0 give extremely low conductance, GC ∼ 0.
The periodic structure of the diagram owes to the mul-
tilevel nature of the dots; distortions to the pattern at
high |δVgα| are a physical feature of systems with a finite
number of dot levels (in this case, M = 3 per dot) since
particle and hole excitations are asymmetrical.

X. CONCLUSION

In this paper we reviewed and developed the theory
of mesoscopic quantum transport through interacting
nanostructures in the linear response regime. We pre-
sented new numerical techniques as well as analytical
results which help overcome the limitations of conven-
tional methodologies. This opens the door to a more
systematic and rigorous theoretical treatment of quan-
tum transport, bringing more complex systems within
reach. In particular, our approach – which treats orbital
complexity, strong electron interactions, and nontrivial
lead hybridization on an equal footing – is essential for
the realistic simulation of generic nanoelectronics devices
and to make quantitative contact with experiments.

In linear response, the Kubo formula[58] is arguably
the most general and powerful formulation, but it can be
challenging to extract accurate numerical results from it
in practice, and it offers little analytical insight into un-
derlying transport mechanisms. In Sec. IV we derive an
improved formulation of the Kubo formula for electrical
conductance for use with NRG, demonstrating its prac-
tical advantages over the conventional implementation.

The Meir-Wingreen approach[11] is also rather gen-
eral, but only takes a convenient form in terms of equi-
librium correlation functions in the linear-response limit
when the nanostructure-lead coupling geometry satisfies
the ‘proportionate coupling’ condition. This turns out
to be highly restrictive for realistic multi-orbital systems
where source and drain leads are spatially separated (and
the basic Landauer formula[31] is inapplicable due to the
presence of electron interactions).

Instead, in Secs. VI and VII we introduce and ex-
ploit the concept of ‘emergent proportionate coupling’,
in which an effective combination of lead states decou-
ples low temperatures, due to the renormalization from
electron interactions. Despite the irreducible two-channel
form of the bare model, under RG the system flows to an
effective single-channel strong coupling description. This
enables us to express low-temperature quantum trans-
port coefficients directly in terms of effective model pa-
rameters. In addition to facilitating conductance calcu-
lations, the approach also provides physical insights into
the underlying transport mechanisms at low tempera-
tures.

We also derive connections between the various stan-
dard quantum transport formulations, in cases where
equivalences can be made. In particular, we analyze
the Kubo formula in the proportionate coupling limit,
to obtain a generalized Landauer form valid in the ac
frequency regime, and for structured (energy-dependent)
leads in a multi-terminal setup (see Appendixes).

Finally, in Sec. IX, we compare and contrast the var-
ious techniques discussed above, benchmarking against
known results where possible. We do this for two nontriv-
ial systems: the two-terminal double and triple quantum
dot models. Our results and analysis indicate that nu-
merical calculations for such systems are under control,
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and that simple analytical predictions, although approx-
imate, are nevertheless sufficiently accurate to capture
the essential physics of interest in appropriate limits.

Finally, we emphasize that the results presented in this
paper pertain to the linear-response regime. The full non-
equilibrium problem at finite voltage bias, and/or with a
finite temperature gradient between leads, is highly chal-
lenging. In many interacting, multi-orbital systems, non-
linear transport calculations remain an open problem.
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Appendix A: Quantum transport with
structured leads

The formalism presented in Sec. III assumed that the
leads were metallic, with a constant density of states ρ0

inside a wide band of half-width D.[63] A more general
formulation takes into account an arbitrary lead density
of states ρ(ω). There are circumstances where this can
become important; for example when ρ(ω) ∼ |ω|r has a
low-energy pseudogap [134, 135] as with graphene leads,
whence ρ0 ≡ ρ(ω = 0) is nominally zero.

The Kubo formulae Eqs. 36 and 41 remain unchanged,
but the correlation functions K(ω, T ) and K ′(ω, T ) must
now be calculated in the presence of the structured leads.

For equivalent leads with proportionate coupling, the
MW ac electrical conductance formula Eq. 39 becomes,

GC(ω, T ) =

(
e2

h

)
4πV 2

d V
2
s

V 2
d + V 2

s

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

× 1

2ω

[
ρ(ω′ + ω){feq(ω′ + ω)− feq(ω′)}

−ρ(ω′ − ω){feq(ω′ − ω)− feq(ω′)}
]

(A1)

which in the dc limit ω → 0 reduces to,

GC(T ) =

(
e2

h

)
4πV 2

d V
2
s

V 2
d + V 2

s

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

×ρ(ω′)∂ω′feq(ω′) .
(A2)

For the heat conductance, we similarly obtain,

KQ(T ) =

(
1

hT

)
4πV 2

d V
2
s

V 2
d + V 2

s

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

×ω′2ρ(ω′)∂ω′feq(ω′) .
(A3)

Note in particular that Eqs. A2 and A3 are required
in the pseudogap case, since the quantity ρ(ω)ImGσ(ω)
appearing under the integral is subject to a generalized
Friedel sum rule.[39] In particular, ρ(ω)Im Gσ(ω) may
remain finite as ω → 0 in Kondo phases, even though
ρ(ω → 0)→ 0.

Appendix B: Multi-terminal transport

We consider here briefly the situation for interacting
nanostructures coupled to more than two leads. The sys-
tem Hamiltonian is still given by Eqs. 1–3, but with the
lead index now α = 1, 2, 3, ... rather than just s and d.

Focusing on charge transport in linear response, we are
interested in elements of the conductance tensor,

GαβC =
dIαC

dV βb

∣∣∣∣
V βb →0

(B1)

where, as before, Iα = −e〈Ṅα〉 is the electrical current
into lead α and V βb = µβ/e is the voltage bias applied to
lead β. The corresponding dc Kubo formula reads,

GαβC (T ) =
e2

h
lim
ω→0

[−2π ImKαβ(ω, T )

ω

]
, (B2)

where the current-current correlator Kαβ(ω) =

〈〈Ṅα; Ṅβ〉〉 can be evaluated at any temperature T . This
formulation is totally general and holds for any interact-
ing or non-interacting system with any number of leads
(which can also be structured and inequivalent).

For equivalent leads and a nanostructure in PC, further
simplifications can be made. Eq. B2 can then be cast in
the Landauer-Büttiker form. The first step to show this
is a rotation of the lead basis, ~fσ = U~cσ, where ~c †σ =

(c†1σ, c
†
2σ, c

†
3σ, ...) and similarly for ~f †σ , and U is unitary.

We define f1σ =
∑
γ U1γcγσ specifically such that U1γ =

Vγ/V where Vγ are the nanostructure-lead couplings in
Eq. 5 and V 2 =

∑
γ |Vγ |2. The nanostructure therefore

couples only to the single transformed lead orbital f1σ.
Note G̃0

αβ(ω) ≡ 〈〈fασ; f†βσ〉〉0 =
∑
γ UαγU

∗
βγG0

γγ(ω)
is only diagonal if the original leads are equivalent
(− 1

π ImG0
γγ(ω) = ρ(ω) independent of γ). In this case,

− 1
π ImG̃0

αβ(ω) = δαβρ(ω), meaning that the subsystem
containing the nanostructure and the lead f1 is strictly
decoupled from the other orthogonal lead combinations
f2, f3, and so on.

For concreteness, consider now G12
C , for which we re-

quire K12(ω) = 〈〈Ṅ1; Ṅ2〉〉. Current conservation im-
plies

∑
γ Ṅ

γ = 0. Furthermore, from Eq. 5, we may write
Ṅγ ≡ i[Ĥ, N̂γ ] = i

∑
σ(Vγ

¯̄d†σcγσ − H.c.). This allows us
to express Ṅ1 ≡ Ṅ1 +a

∑
γ Ṅ

γ = i
∑
σ(Ṽ12

¯̄d†σf2σ−H.c.),
with f2σ =

∑
γ U2γcγσ constructed to be orthogonal

to f1σ via judicious choice of the constant a. With
f1σ and f2σ so defined, Ṅ2 can now be expanded in
the basis of the f orbitals. We again exploit current
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conservation to eliminate the f1σ orbital, which yields
Ṅ2 ≡ Ṅ2 + b

∑
γ Ṅ

γ = i
∑′
η

∑
σ(Ṽ2η

¯̄d†σfησ −H.c.) where
the primed sum excludes η = 1.

Since f2σ, f3σ, ... are decoupled from each other as well
as from ¯̄dσ, we may factorize the correlator K12(t) into
two pieces corresponding to single-particle Green’s func-
tions for the nanostructure and the f2 lead respectively.
In the frequency domain this results in a convolution.
After some manipulation, one finds,

ImK12(ω) = Ṽ12Ṽ22

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

×
[
ρ(ω′ + ω){feq(ω′ + ω)− feq(ω′)}

−ρ(ω′ − ω){feq(ω′ − ω)− feq(ω′)}
] (B3)

where Ṽ12Ṽ22 = −V 2
1 V

2
2 /V

2 follows directly from the
above prescription together with the orthonormality con-
dition UU † = I.

Substituting Eq. B3 into Eq. B2 and taking the ω → 0
limit yields the dc electrical conductance for the multi-
terminal setup,

Gα6=βC (T ) =

(
e2

h

)
4πV 2

αV
2
β

V 2

∑
σ

∫ ∞
−∞

dω′ Im Gσ(ω′, T )

× ρ(ω′)∂ω′feq(ω′) .
(B4)

which holds for interacting nanostructures coupled to an
arbitrary number of equivalent structured leads. By cur-
rent conservation, the diagonal components of the con-
ductance tensor follow as GααC (T ) = −∑β 6=αG

αβ
C (T ).

Appendix C: Inequivalent leads

For systems in which the leads are inequivalent (mean-
ing that the density of states ρα(ω) is not the same for
all leads α), the PC condition cannot be satisfied. The
strategy employed in the previous appendices to decouple
orthogonal lead combinations cannot therefore be used in
such cases. The Kubo formula Eq. 36, with the current-
current correlator K(ω, T ) given by Eq. 38, can still be
used – but for generic interacting nanostructures, it can-
not be cast in the form of local retarded Green’s functions
for the nanostructure.

However, for non-interacting systems, an approximate
generalization of the Landauer formula can be used. We
write Eqs. 16, 17 but with a transmission function that
now involves the full energy-dependent hybridizations,

Tγβ(ω) = 4
∑
σ

Tr[G(0)
σ (ω)Γγ(ω)G(0)

σ (ω)∗Γβ(ω)] (C1a)

≡ 4Γγ(ω)Γβ(ω)
∑
σ

G
(0)

βγ,σ(ω)G
(0)

γβ,σ(ω)∗ , (C1b)

where Γα(ω) = −Im∆α(ω) and Γα(ω) = π|Vα|2ρα(ω).
In the standard two-terminal setup, T (ω) ≡ Tsd(ω).

We speculate that this result is in fact exact, and is
derivable from the Kubo formula by utilizing Wick’s the-
orem to factorize the two-particle susceptibility K(t) into
single-particle retarded Green’s functions for the nanos-
tructure and for the leads.[55] We emphasize that this
can only be done for non-interacting systems since the
decoupling step relies here on Wick’s theorem rather than
a canonical transformation of the lead basis which is only
possible for PC systems.

The generalization of Landauer-Büttiker to multi-
terminal transport with inequivalent leads is given by
Eq. 90, with Tγβ(ω) given above in Eq. C1.

Appendix D: Perturbative correction to
non-equilibrium distribution for the AIM

The general form of the MW formula (Eqs. 25, 26),
applicable also for interacting non-PC systems, requires
the lesser Green’s function G<

σ . The latter is re-
lated to the lesser self-energy via the Keldysh equation
G<
σ = GσΣ<

σG
∗
σ.[50] One may then express the lesser

interaction self-energy in terms of its retarded counter-
part through the nonequilibrium distribution function,
Σ<
σ;int = −2ifNE

σ;int ImΣσ. Of course, fNE
σ;int is in general

not known.
The Ng Ansatz[51] amounts to a simple approxima-

tion to this unknown function, fNE
σ;int → fNE

0 = [fsΓ
s +

fdΓ
d][Γs + Γd + 2I0+]−1. The latter is the pseudo-

equilibrium distribution[12] for a non-interacting system
out of equilibrium. For the AIM Eq. 8, the Ng Ansatz
corresponds to fNE

σ;int → [fsΓs + fdΓd]/(Γs + Γd). Assum-
ing a symmetric voltage bias split ± 1

2∆Vb across source
and drain leads, this becomes,

fNg(ω) = feq(ω)+ 1
2e∆Vb[−∂ωfeq(ω)]

Γs − Γd
Γs + Γd

+O(∆V 2
b ) ,

(D1)
where we have expanded to linear-order in the bias, as re-
quired to determine the linear-response conductance via
the MW formula.

Since the above is exact for Ud = 0, a natural ques-
tion pertains to perturbative corrections in Ud. To that
end, we compute fNE

σ;int = iΣ<σ;int/2ImΣσ for the AIM up
to second-order in the interaction Ud using nonequilib-
rium Kadanoff-Keldysh perturbation theory.[50] We then
expand the result to linear order in the bias ∆Vb and
compare to Eq. D1. After some tedious calculations we
obtain,[55]

fNE
σ;int(ω) = feq(ω) + 1

2e∆Vb[−∂ωfeq(ω)]
Γs − Γd
Γs + Γd

[
1 + U2

dhσ(ω)
]

+O(∆V 2
b , U

3
d ) ,

(D2)
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where the correction is controlled by the function,

hσ(ω) =
π

Γs + Γd

∫
dω1

∫
dω2 f̄(ω, ω1, ω2)×Āσ(ω, ω1, ω2) ,

(D3)
with f̄(ω, ω1, ω2) = feq(ω1 + ω2 − ω)[feq(ω1) +
feq(ω2) − 1] − feq(ω1)feq(ω2) and Āσ(ω, ω1, ω2) =
A0
σ(ω1)A0

σ̄(ω2)A0
σ̄(ω1 + ω2 − ω) with the latter given in

terms of the non-interacting impurity spectral function,
A0
σ(ω) = 1

πΓ × [1 + (ω − εdσ)2/Γ2]−1.

We therefore find a non-zero correction at order
U2
d∆Vb , which contributes to the linear-response con-

ductance. Of course, this analysis is not really needed
for the AIM itself, since the PC formulation Eq. 28 here
applies. However, we provide the above discussion to il-
lustrate a general strategy for systematically improving
upon the Ng Ansatz for non-PC systems, by including
the effect of interactions perturbatively.
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